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OCBA CELEBRATES LAW DAY 2016
U.S. DISTRICT JUDGE TIMOTHY D. DEGIUSTI TO SPEAK AT LAW DAY LUNCHEON

Law Day 2016 marks the 50th
Anniversary of the United States
Supreme Court landmark decision
in Miranda v. Arizona, concluding
that statements made by a suspect
while in police custody are generally inadmissable if the suspect
has not been informed of their
Fifth and Sixth Amendment rights.
Miranda warning is one of the
most recognized legal expressions,
representing procedural fairness in
our criminal justice system.
The theme of Law Day 2016
is -“Miranda: more than words”celebrates the evolving life that
Miranda has breathed into the law.
Miranda has become so
ingrained in our culture and consciousness that many of us know
the words by heart. Those famous
words have popped up in movies
and TV shows creating its own

celebrity status. However, it is
important to remember the meaning behind those words and to
promote awareness for the work
that remains to be done in saving
Miranda.
This year’s festivities are on
April 29th and begin at noon at the
Skirvin Hotel Grand Ballroom. We
are honored to have the Honorable
Timothy D. DeGiusti, District
Judge for the United States District
Court for the Western District of
Oklahoma as the keynote speaker.
Judge DeGiusti was born 1962
in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma.
DeGiusti received his B.A. from
the University of Oklahoma, with
distinction in 1985 and a J.D.
from the University of Oklahoma
College of Law in 1988. Judge
DeGiusti was in private practice
in Oklahoma from 1988 to 1990

Judge Tim DeGiusti
and 1993 to 2000. Judge DeGiusti
was also a founding partner of
the Oklahoma City firm Holladay,
Chilton & DeGiusti PLLC, where
he practiced from 2000 to 2007.
From 1990 to 1993, Judge
DeGiusti was a prosecutor in

the United States Army Judge
Advocate General’s Corp. After 22
years of active and reserve service,
Judge DeGiusti retired from the
Oklahoma Army National Guard.
Judge DeGiusti was appointed to the Federal bench in 2007
after being nominated by George
W. Bush. Judge DeGiusti’s love
for the law led him to teach as
an adjunct professor at the
University of Oklahoma College
of Law from 1998 to 2003, where
he taught courses in military law
and trial techniques, and was the
Distinguished Jurist in Residence
for the University of Oklahoma
College of Law Oxford Program
in 2014.
Judge DeGiusti was appointed by Governor Brad Henry as
Commissioner for the National
Conference of Commissioners on

Uniform State Laws and served
from 2003 to 2007.
Judge DeGiusti has been
involved in numerous organizations throughout his career,
including the Luther Bohannon
Inn of Courts, director of the
Oklahoma City Chapter of the
Federal Bar Association, past
director of the Oklahoma County
Bar Association, and Fellow in
the American Bar Foundation. In
2012, Judge DeGiusti was honored
with the Oklahoma City Public
Schools Foundation Wall of Fame
Award. Judge DeGiusti and his
wife, Elaine, have four children.
Law Day Luncheon tickets are
available online at www.okcbar.
org and can also be reserved by
calling the bar office at 236-8421.
Single ticket price is $35 with
tables of ten available for $350.

OCBA Election Nominations Needed
Election time is coming and nominations for all offices are due by April 15, 2016. Nominations
for President-Elect are by signed petition of 20 members. Candidates for Vice President, Law
Library Trustee, OCBA Board of Directors and OBA House of Delegates can be nominated by
petition with signatures of 10 members.
Additionally, the Board of Directors may nominate any candidate until May 1, 2016. Ballots will
be mailed in July and the results will be announced before the Annual Dinner Dance on September
16, 2016.
Nomination petitions will be mailed upon request by calling Debbie Gorden at 236-8421.
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From the President

s I start writing the March artithe State already to run a state-wide eleccle I can’t help but think of …
tion. I called the State Elections Board
March MADNESS!!! But not
and was told the last state-wide primary
because of basketball, but because of
in 2014 cost $1.195M. The general
what is occurring at our Capitol. In case
election cost the State $1.266M. Those
you haven’t watched the news or read a
amounts do not include the additional
paper (tongue firmly implanted in cheek), cost to each of the counties. I have heard
the State of Oklahoma is in dire fiscal
no consideration given to the additional
straits. But instead of concentrating on
cost for the elections called for by HJR
the significant money woes of the State,
1037 which provides, “Beginning in the
members of our Legislature continue to
general election in 2018, the voters shall
advance bills for the defunding of the
elect all Justices of the Supreme Court
OBA, electing all appellate judges and
[9 Justices], all Judges of the Court of
Supreme Court, and making changes to
Criminal Appeals [5 judges] and all
the JNC.
Judges of the Court of Civil Appeals
Two bills titled “Lawyers’ Right to
[12 judges] at a nonpartisan election on
Work Act”, at least for now, are dead.
a statewide ballot.” In addition, the bill
HB 3061 by Rep. Tom Newell and HB
provides the Justices and Judges have 6
2199 by Rep. Kevin Calvey provide that
year terms.
lawyers are not required to pay dues to
Two more bills, HJR 1042 and HB
the OBA. The bills in effect defund the
3162, change the JNC. HJR 1042 is
OBA. I point these two
authored by Bobby
bills out only to make
Cleveland, District 20.
a point of the “law of
HB 3162 is authored by
unintended consequencSpeaker of the House
es” – always be careful
Jeff Hickman, District
of what you wish for.
58. Speaker Hickman’s
Neither of these bills
bill would make all
address any of the faclayperson positions
ets in which the OBA
on the JNC “serve at
works for the people of
the pleasure” of the
our State, not the least
person who appointed
of which is disciplining
them. It also creates a
Angela Ailles Bahm
lawyers. I hope not, but
distinction between the
should this continue to
district court positions
and the appellate court positions. The
be an issue during the next legislature,
JNC process for the district positions, in
I raise this question: Who will pay for
effect stays the same, but for an interestinvestigating, trying and disciplining
bad lawyers? We pay for it now with our ing change. It allows for fewer than 3
dues. Without mandatory dues, I believe
applicants to be submitted if fewer than
that burden would be placed squarely on
3 meet the qualifications. However, for
the State, or on those who want access to the appellate courts, the JNC “may” subthe courts by increasing fees and theremit a confidential merit score with the
fore affecting access to justice.
list of applicants. Once the appointment
HJR 1037 provides for the election of
is made it is “subject to confirmation
all the appellate judges, civil and crimby a majority of the Senate.” The State
inal, the Supreme Court justices, and
Chamber supports this bill. I am aware of
eliminates the JNC. Remember you can
the general sentiment that this bill should
look up and follow this and any of the
be received with favor because federal
bills on the Oklahoma State Legislature’s judges have to be approved through
website www.oklegislature.gov. Go to
Senate confirmation.
“find legislation” toward the bottom of
My concern is that this politicizes what
the page, type in your bill number and
in Oklahoma is supposed to be an apohit “search.”
litical position. In addition, the Congress
HJR 1037 narrowly passed out of the
is in session all year. Our legislature is in
Elections and Ethics committee with
session for about 4 months. I am greatly
the tie-breaking vote of Speaker Pro
concerned at the delay which will be
Tempore Lee Denney. HJR stands for
caused simply by the fact they have so
House Joint Resolution. It is authored
much to do during their limited time in
session. Are they going to have special
by Rep. Calvey (District 82) and
sessions to accomplish confirmations?
co-authored by Representatives: Ritze
What will that cost the State?
(District 80), Cockroft (District 27),
Rep. Cleveland’s bill (HJR 1042)
Kern (District 84), Faught (District 14),
takes a different approach and in my
Murphey (District 31), McCullough
opinion answers some of the allegations
(District 30), Brumbaugh (District 76),
of secrecy suggested of the JNC process.
Johnson (District 50), Strohm (District
All qualified candidates are submitted
69), Wesselfhoft (District 54), Dunlap
for appointment with a ranking from the
(District 10), Moore (District 96),
JNC. The ranking is confidential and not
Murdock (District 61), Fisher (District
subject to public disclosure. A detailed
60), Sean Roberts (District 36), Newell
description of the criteria used to deter(District 28), and Jeff Coody (District
mine qualifications is to be provided
63).
with the list. “Any person” can challenge
In the theme of trying to be fiscally
the process and the process “shall be”
sound, I was curious about what it costs

established by statute. The JNC is to create rules which are to be published and
made available to the public. It further
specifically provides that no member of
the JNC can ask or seek out any information regarding an applicant’s political
affiliation.
As I shared with you before, I reached
out to some of the past laypersons who
served on the JNC. I spoke to Jim
Hamby, CEO of Vision Bank in Ada.
Mr. Hamby was appointed by Governor
Fallin. Coach Merv Johnson (Yes - the
Coach Johnson of OU football fame!)
had two terms on the JNC for a total of
4 years. I also spoke to David Rainbolt,
CEO of BancFirst. Mr. Rainbolt was
the appointee of former Speaker of the
House, T.W. Shannon. Each of these
gentlemen were very appreciative of the
process and grateful for the opportunity.
Mr. Hamby believed the process to
be very fair. During his membership the
only positions in which he participated
were for district judges. He discussed
with me the exhaustive application and
OSBI investigation candidates had to
endure. He never knew the political
affiliation of any candidate.
Coach Johnson served twice for a
total of 4 years. He shared that he would
draw from the lawyers who knew the law
and helped the laypersons with that kind
of information. He looked for someone
who “fought those wars”, was a “leader”,
and for “maturity and experience.” He
felt like he did something worthwhile.
Mr. Rainbolt was only able to serve
a year and a half. He was appointed by
former Speaker T.W. Shannon. The legislative appointments are only 2 years.
When it finally came to him, only a year
and a half was left. He would actually
recommend the legislative appointments
be lengthened to 6 year teams like the
Governor’s positions. He felt the process
worked well. It sounded like there was
a good, healthy exchange between the
lawyers and laypersons. Mr. Rainbolt
said he felt the lawyers were curious
and respectful of the layperson’s opinions, and the lawyers freely educated
the laypersons on the impact the court
can have on the business of practicing
law. He had another recommendation
for improvement to the JNC. Currently
the Governor’s 6 appointments and the
6 lawyer members are from the congressional districts which existed when the
JNC was formed in 1967. He would recommend a change to have the positions
filled from the current 5 congressional
districts to allow the representation to
mirror the current population of the State.
Personally, I think Mr. Rainbolt is
on to something. Again, please read
the bills. Call your legislator! The bills
have to pass through the House and then
they move to the Senate for review, and
approval. It is not too late to stop the
madness! Let’s get busy. As always,
don’t hesitate to let me know what you
think. Send me an email or give me a
call at 405-475-9707.
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Sunbeam Family Services Shines a Light
After 35 years as an Oklahoma City attorney, a love of nonprofits led OCBA member
Jim Priest to a new career.
Priest previously served on the OCBA
Community Service Committee and chaired
that committee for two years. Now CEO of
Sunbeam Family Services, Priest has continued his work in the community, but now
it’s also his full-time job.
“I was looking for a way to more deeply
invest in the community beyond the nonprofits I served with through the years, and
Sunbeam provided the perfect opportunity
for me to serve a wide variety of vulnerable
people,” Priest said.
Founded in 1907, Sunbeam provides services for poor and working poor people of
all ages through its early childhood services,
low-cost counseling, foster care, and an
array of senior services, including a shelter
for homeless seniors.
Priest has been involved with many local
nonprofit organizations, including Habitat
for Humanity, the Regional Food Bank
of Oklahoma, Bethany Public Schools
Foundation, Variety Care and the Bethany
First Church of the Nazarene.
In addition to his law career, Priest is
an ordained minister in the Church of the
Nazarene. “My faith and my relationship
with the Lord served as primary motivators
in the move. I have been blessed in so
many ways, and it’s an opportunity to do the
Lord’s work in a different way,” Priest said.
“It’s an opportunity for me to reinvest in the

Jon & Sandy Trudgeon

Jim Priest

community. I feel like I have a debt I cannot
repay. So many people have made my life
meaningful and successful.”
While Sunbeam and other nonprofit organizations provide critical services at all
times, those services especially are needed
when resources are tight, he said. The
downturn in the state’s oil and natural gas
industry over the past year has slowed
funding for many programs throughout the
region.
“The present economic situation underscores the need for Sunbeam to be actively
engaged in serving the poor and working
poor,” Priest said. “This is not a time to cut
back when the needs are even deeper and
wider than previously seen.”
One of the ways Sunbeam seeks to raise

money to serve vulnerable people is through
its annual “Shine a Light” dinner, this
year to be held on April 7 at the Chevy
Bricktown Event Center. Each year at
SHINE, Sunbeam honors a community
leader whose selfless service reflects the
mission and values of Sunbeam. This year’s
recipient is the late Sandy Trudgeon, wife
of long time OCBA member Jon Trudgeon.
“Sandy was such a gift to our community.
She was co-chair of our $12 million capital campaign to build our new building at
Classen and 14th. She was also an ever giving board member at Sunbeam, as well as
for many other civic organizations. Perhaps
most importantly, she and Jon passed on to
their children their enthusiasm for service
and have left a living legacy of servant

leadership.”
Priest observed, “It would be a great
tribute to Sandy and Jon for lawyers to pack
the Chevy Event Center on April 7th and I
want to urge all OCBA members and area
law firms to participate by purchasing seats
or sponsoring a table.”
Those wishing to attend SHINE can find
ticket information at www.shinealightokc.
org or they can call Jim Priest at 405-6096669.
“All lawyers serve their community
through their profession and many also do
so in their off duty hours as well.” Said
Priest. “It’s an honor to be part of a profession which, at its heart, is all about service.”
(parts of this article appeared in the
December 6, 2015 Oklahoman)
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And The Court Said

An Olio of Court Thinking
And the Court Said . . .
An Olio of Court Thinking
by Jim Croy
March 21, 1916
One Hundred Years Ago
[Excerpted from: Lockett v. Tucker, 1916
OK 373, 156 P. 323.]
This is an action brought by the plaintiff
in error against the defendants in error, to
recover damages for an alleged libelous
publication in the American, a newspaper of general circulation in the town of
Comanche and other parts of Oklahoma,
as follows, to wit:
“It would seem laughable,
were it no campaign year, to
see H. B. Lockett get his arms
around a bunch of common nesters and usher them into his 35
horse power auto and watch him
place one arm around their necks
and the other on the steering geer
and whirl them over town at a
2:40 clip, in an effort to make
them forget the past and vote for
him for county judge. It will be
remembered, however, that on a
former occasion at a depositors
meeting the judge placed his two
soft arms around many hillbillies’ necks, while Cap’t. Brown
deliberately made away with
their bank roll. It may be suspected by some nesters that they
can now hear the jingle of their
own money sounding through
the cylinders of the judge’s
car, yet after all that, it is not
believed that they will succle the
judge again by giving him the
county judge’s office as a reward
for the services rendered his client (the Capt’n.) in instructing
him how to get away with the
loot.”
Hereafter the parties will be designated
as they were in the trial court. Each of the
defendants, except P. W. Tucker, answered
denying that he had any interest of any
kind in the American or was in any way
connected with the publication complained
of. P. W. Tucker answered, admitted the
publication in the American, averring
ownership of the paper, and alleged that
all the matters and things contained in said
article were, at the time of said publication
and for a long time prior thereto, currently
reported and believed throughout Stephens
county, Okla., and especially in the town of
Comanche, Okla., and were so communicated to this defendant, and were published
by him as a matter of public news; that the
defendant verily believed the same to be
true. The evidence in the case shows conclusively that none of the defendants, other
than defendant P. W. Tucker, were in any
wise interested in the American or in any
wise instigated or were connected with the
publication of said averred libel. The case
was tried to a jury, and a verdict rendered
in favor of defendants, to which the plaintiff duly excepted, made timely motion for

new trial, which was overruled, exceptions
saved, and this appeal perfected.
Since this appeal was filed in this court
proof has been filed, showing that the said
P. W. Tucker departed this life on the 17th
day of November, 1915.
The evidence in the case fails to show
that any one of the defendants, other than
Tucker, was in any wise responsible or liable for the publication complained of, and
in his brief plaintiff fails to combat the fact
of nonliability of the defendants, except
Tucker and insists that judgment should
have been rendered as against the defendant Tucker. Section 5280, Rev. Laws
1910, reads:
“No action pending in any
court shall abate by the death
of either or both of the parties
thereto, except an action for
libel, slander, malicious prosecution, for a nuisance, or against a
justice of the peace for misconduct in office, which shall abate
by the death of the defendant.”
As it clearly appears that the only defendant liable for the publication, if the same
was libelous, was the said Tucker, and the
death of said Tucker abates the action,
therefore any question involved in said
appeal is moot, and this court has, many
times, held that such question will not be
reviewed.
March 5, 1941
Seventy-Five Years Ago
[Excerpted from Stewart v State, 1941
OK CR 37, 111 P.2d 200.]
Defendant was charged in the county
court of Coal county with the crime of
unlawful possession of intoxicating liquor,
was tried, convicted, and sentenced to pay
a fine of $50 and serve 30 days in the county jail, and she has appealed.
This charge grew out of a search of
the home of defendant, who was living
with her husband, at Centrahoma, in Coal
county, on the 28th day of March, 1939.
The search was made by a deputy sheriff
of Coal county as a result of an affidavit
made by him in which the property to be
searched is described as follows: “* * *
the premises, outbuildings and appurtenances, residence and business house of
said defendant located on lots 5 and 6 in
Block 47 and Lot 5 in Block 27 in the City
of Centrahoma, Coal County, Oklahoma.”
The eight and one-half pints of liquor
upon which the charge was based were
found in the residence of the defendant and
her husband. No liquor was found in the
place of business, which was a place where
beer was sold by Swanson Edwards, who,
was jointly charged with defendant, and as
to whom there was a mistrial in this case.
The place of business and the residence
were situated about 300 feet apart. The
deputy who executed the search warrant
testified to the finding of an internal revenue license of the $25 type tacked up in
the place of business. This license was in
the name of Chester Stewart, the husband

of the defendant. There was no evidence in
the record as to whether this was a license
to sell beer or intoxicating liquor. The only
evidence that defendant was connected
with the place of business was that the deputy sheriff testified that her codefendant,
Swanson Edwards, told him the day after
the search was made that defendant, Viola
Stewart, was a partner of his. Swanson
Edwards denied that he made this statement. If made, it was made in an effort by
the officer to get the defendant Edwards
to lay the blame on the defendant, and he
refused to make an affidavit to that effect.
The statement of codefendant, Edwards, if
made, was not in the presence of defendant
and was hearsay and not binding upon her.
Defendant testified that the whisky
found did not belong to her, but was her
husband’s. That he had brought the same
to their home the night before the search
and had left there, and she had not seen
him since that time. That she made no
examination of the liquor, and only knew
what her husband told her.
Under the above statement, the judgment and sentence in this case could not
stand under the law and the evidence. But
aside from this fact, the affidavit for the
search warrant in this case did not state
any of the essential facts necessary for the
search of the home of the defendant. There
was no statement or allegation that any
part of it was used as a store, shop, hotel,
boarding house, or place of storage, or that
it was a place of public resort, as provided
by statute. Oklahoma Statutes 1931, section 2639, Oklahoma Statutes Annotated,
Title 37, section 88.
The only allegation of fact in the affidavit was: “Affiant states that he has seen
persons go to and from said places hereinafter described who have the reputation
of being users of intoxicating liquors.”
This is practically the only fact alleged in
the affidavit. The other part is based upon
information and belief.
***
The defendant requested the court to
instruct the jury upon the question of coverture which was raised by the evidence
of the defendant. The court refused to so
instruct and no instructions were given
by the court upon this subject. This, we
think, was also error. Oklahoma Statutes
1931, section 1802, Oklahoma Statutes
Annotated, title 21, section 157, provides
when a wife may be excused from the
commission of a crime by reason of coverture. The crimes of murder and treason
and 16 other crimes under certain circumstances are made exceptions. Offenses
created by the prohibition enforcement
laws are not excepted. The general rule is
that when criminal acts are committed by
a married woman in the presence of her
husband, she is presumed to have acted
under coercion. This rule applies to liquor
law violations the same as any other law.
Of course, this presumption may be overcome by evidence. This presumption is
very slight and may be rebutted by slight
circumstances, but there must be some

evidence to rebut it.
***
For the reasons above stated, the judgment and sentence of the county court of
Coal county is reversed, with directions
to dismiss.
March 22, 1966
Fifty Years Ago
[Excerpted from Catlett v. Catlett, 1966
OK 55, 412 P.2d 942.]
On November 16, 1961, plaintiff
Dorothy Ann Catlett, filed her petition
in District Court of Oklahoma County
against defendant, John Cross Catlett, to
recover judgment for delinquent child support payments directed in a divorce decree
entered in the Juvenile Court of Dallas
County, Texas on September 7, 1955. A
copy of the decree is attached to the petition of the plaintiff. In the decree plaintiff
was awarded the custody of Kathleen Delia
Catlett, age 9, the child of the plaintiff and
defendant, and the defendant was ordered
to pay the sum of $60.00 per week toward
the support and maintenance of said minor
child, the first payment to be made on or
before August 13, 1955, and a like sum of
$60.00 every Saturday thereafter until the
child reached the age of eighteen years.
The defendant paid three or four of the
weekly $60.00 payments. He then discussed the matter by telephone with some
one connected with the child support office
in Dallas, Texas. He testified that the party
informed him that if he paid $150.00 a
month, there would be no problem as long
as “it was paid through the court” and not
direct to plaintiff. The records of the Dallas
County Child Support Department reflect
that defendant has made these $150.00
payments each month up to the date of
trial.
A jury was waived by both parties. The
case was tried before the District Judge on
July 10, 1963 and taken under advisement.
On October 18, 1963 the trial court entered
a judgment finding “generally in favor of
the defendant and against the plaintiff”. No
specific findings of fact and conclusions
of law were entered. Timely motion for
new trial was filed and overruled. Plaintiff
prosecutes this appeal. Parties will be
referred to as they appear in the trial court.
The cause is regularly before this Court for
hearing and disposition on its merits.
This Court has held that full faith and
credit must be accorded to the decree of
the Texas court. . . . Defendant requests
that we reexamine this question giving
consideration to the Texas statutes and
several Texas decisions.
***
In Texas allowances for child support
are binding and final until changed by the
court. . .
In the instant case the defendant has at
no time filed an application in the Texas
Court seeking to modify or change the
payments for child support.
This troublesome question has been
before the Oklahoma Court for more than
fifty years. In 1910 in Bleuer, v. Bleuer, 27
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Okl. 25, 110 P. 736, this Court held that
a divorce decree entered in the State of
Illinois providing for the payment of child
support in monthly installments subject
to modification, lacked finality and would
not be accorded full faith and credit by the
Oklahoma courts.
At the time Bleuer v. Bleuer, supra, was
decided, the Court did not have before
it the landmark decision of the Supreme
Court of the United States in Sistare v.
Sistare, 218 U.S. 1, 30 S.Ct. 682, 54
L.Ed. 905, 28 L.R.A., N.S., 1068, wherein
the Court held the courts of Connecticut
should give full faith and credit to a New
York divorce decree in enforcing the payment of past due and unpaid installments
of alimony “although the modes of procedure to enforce the collection may not be
the same in both states”.
In 1911, this Court in Campbell v.
Campbell, 28 Okl. 838, 115 P. 1111,
declined to follow Bleuer v. Bleuer, supra,
and approved the case of Sistare v. Sistare,
supra. The Court held that the Oklahoma
courts should give full faith and credit to
a divorce decree entered in Missouri in
enforcing the payment of “overdue and
unpaid installments” of alimony.
***
This Court, in an unbroken line of decisions arising over a period of more than
fifty years, has held that the Oklahoma
courts must accord full faith and credit to
the provisions of a divorce decree entered
in a foreign state as to matured, unpaid
child support installments. Our decisions
appear to be in accord with the weight
of authority as reflected in the decisions
of sister states. We see no good reason to
depart from our rule declared in our prior
decisions and none has been pointed out to
us. We adhere to our previous rulings.
The rights of the parties under the provisions of the Texas decree are to be determined by the law of Oklahoma. . . .
Defendant in his pleadings and evidence
contends that the decree of the Texas
court should be modified. He argues that
the plaintiff has been able to support the
minor child for many years on the $150 per
month which he has paid her regularly and
has therefore acquiesced in the reduction
of the payments. In the meantime he has
remarried and his earnings are required to
support his new family and other dependents. The argument of the defendant is
plausible but is not available to him in
these proceedings. This Court is firmly
committed to the rule that “modification of
an order for child support must be prospective and cannot be retroactive.
***
The Oklahoma court is without authority
to vacate or modify the past due payments
for child support allowed in the Texas
decree.
***
Defendant contends that recovery of a
portion of the support money is barred by
the statute of limitations. Plaintiff contends
that if the statute of limitations is applicable, the undirected payments of $150
made monthly by the defendant should
be applied to the oldest unpaid weekly
support obligation outstanding at the time
of each payment. We do not agree. Under
the terms of the decree defendant was
required to make a weekly payment of

$60.00 each Saturday. If he failed to pay
the entire amount on each Saturday the
balance became delinquent at the time and
the statute of limitations commenced running. This apparently is a new question for
the Oklahoma court but the rule appears
to be well settled that where a divorce
decree provides for the payment of alimony or support in installments the right to
enforce payment accrues on each payment
as it matures and the statute of limitations
begins to run on each installment from the
time fixed for its payment.
March 25, 1991
Twenty-Five Years Ago
[Excerpted from Jackson v. State, 1991
OK CR 38, 808 P.2d 700.]
Charles Jackson, appellant, was tried by
jury for the crime of Murder in the First
Degree, in violation of 21 O.S. 1981 §
701.7. Appellant was represented by counsel. The jury returned a verdict of guilty
and set punishment at life imprisonment.
The trial court sentenced appellant accordingly. From this Judgment and Sentence,
appellant appeals.
Insomuch as we find that this case
must be REVERSED, we find a recitation
of the facts to be unnecessary. Prior to
trial, appellant filed a Motion to Produce
Numerous Documents, including fingerprint reports. On October 15, 1987, appellant filed a Notice of Alibi. Thereafter,
on October 21, 1987, counsel filed an
Amended Notice of Alibi. Appellant
asserts that on November 2, 1987, the
morning of trial, the State provided trial
See OLIO, page 15
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TIE GOES TO THE RUNNER; A/K/A TIE
GOES TO THE RESPONDENT
By Kieran D. Maye, Jr.
Anyone who is a baseball fan is familiar
with the “rule” that a tie goes to the runner.
The idea behind the rule is that if there is a
tie on a ground ball force out at first base,
for example, when the runner and the ball
arrive at first base simultaneously, then
the tie goes to the runner and the runner
is safe. Actually, there is no such rule in
baseball. The closest the baseball rules get
to the tie goes to the runner euphemism is
rule 6.05(j) which states that “[a] batter is
out when...after he hits a fair ball, he or
first base is tagged before he touches first
base.” The inference is that since he is only
out if he is tagged before he reaches first
base, if there is a “tie” then he is safe.
With the death of Justice Scalia, the
Supreme Court faces a number of key
cases the remainder of this term in which
a 4–4 tie is entirely possible. In U.S.
Supreme Court practice, a 4–4 tie results
in the affirmance of the opinion below.
Typically this is done by a short per curiam opinion without any extensive analysis.
In light of Senate Republicans announcing
their intention to refuse to consider any
nominee President Obama might put forth
to fill Justice Scalia’s seat, there is the very
real probability that we will be facing an
eight justice United States Supreme Court
for the balance of the current term and,
most likely, all or most of the next term
too. Thus is it worth us brushing off our
recollection of the rules and options the
Supreme Court would have in the case of
a 4–4 tie.
The obvious assumption is that the “tie
goes to the runner” rule would be applied
and the lower court’s opinion would be
affirmed. However, that is not necessarily a given. There is another option. The
Supreme Court could elect to hold cases
over for reargument when there is a new
justice nominated and confirmed.
There is some precedence for the idea of
rearguing cases after a new justice is confirmed. Justice Robert Jackson died in the
early part of the Court’s 1954 term. He was
replaced by Justice John Marshall Harlan
II who was confirmed in March 1955.
The Court conducted business as normal
between the death of Justice Jackson and
the confirmation of Justice Harlan. During
that time, the Court had only eight members. According to Tom Goldstein of www.
scotusblog.com,1 there were three cases in
which the Court ordered reargument after
Justice Harlan’s confirmation. There was,
however, one case that fit into that same
profile, having been argued after Justice
Jackson’s death but before Justice Harlan’s
confirmation which was not reargued and
was affirmed by an equally divided court.
The example of the cases reargued after
Justice Harlan’s appointment, however,
may not be particularly practical in the

Tom Goldstein, Tie votes will lead to
reargument, not affirmance, SCOTUSblog (Feb.
14, 2016, 3:14 p.m.), http://www.scotusblog.
com/2016/02/tie-votes-will-lead-to-reargumentnot- affirmance/.
1

current scenario. The death of Justice
Jackson and the confirmation of Justice
Harlan occurred within the same term of
Court. Justice Harlan joined the Court in
mid-March with ample time for the Court
to re-hear the three cases it set for reargument and decided those cases within the
same term. Because of the political logjam
that currently exists in Washington, it is
virtually impossible for a nominee to be
confirmed by the Senate in time for cases
to be reargued this term, even assuming
that a Republican Senate would be willing to entertain a nominee. Arguments
are scheduled to be completed by April
27, 2016. Senate Majority Leader Mitch
McConnell has said there is “not a snowball’s chance in hell” that he will allow a
President Obama nominee to be confirmed
by the Senate. Thus, the cases would have
to be held over and reargued whenever a
new justice is confirmed after the inauguration of the next President. Since the time
line for that is so protracted, the Justice
Harlan precedent does not provide a workable alternative to avoid ties.
Mr. Goldstein also points out more recent
examples of cases being reargued after a
new justice joins the Court. After Justice
Thomas joined the Court on October
23, 1991, the Court heard reargument in
two cases2which had been argued before
he was confirmed. Also, when Justice
Kennedy was confirmed in February 1998,
the Court heard reargument in four cases3
which had been argued before his confirmation. Three out of the four cases were
ultimately decided by 5–4 votes.
Although the idea of holding cases over
and delaying opinions until a new justice is
confirmed to replace Justice Scalia might
be appealing, the fact that it might be as
much as 18 months or longer before a
new justice is confirmed makes the idea of
holding cases over impractical. Therefore,
we will likely face a number of important
2 Cipollone v. Liggett Group, 505 U.S. 504 (1992);
Doggett v. United States, 505 U.S. 647 (1992).
3 Boyle v. United Technologies Corp., 487 U.S. 500
(1988); Kmart Corp v. Cartier, 485 U.S. 176 (1988);
Liljeberg v. Health Services Aquisitions Corp., 486 U.S.
847 (1988); Ross v. Oklahoma, 487 U.S. 81 (1988).

cases with possible 4–4 ties. The most
significant cases that appear most likely
headed for 4–4 ties are as follows:
1. United States v. Texas.4 Texas, along
with a number of other states, including
Oklahoma, filed suit to block the implementation of President Obama’s Executive
Order deferring deportation of certain
illegal immigrants, particularly children
brought to the United States illegally by
their parents. The Court of Appeals for the
Fifth Circuit5 upheld the lower court decision enjoining the government from implementing President Obama’s Executive
Order. With Justice Scalia on the Court
it appeared the case was destined for a
5–4 split with Justice Kennedy joining the
ideological right of the Court. Now, assuming the same alignment, Justice Kennedy
would seem likely to join the Chief Justice
and Justices Alito and Thomas in voting
to affirm the Fifth Circuit opinion while
Justices Ginsburg, Sotomayor, Kagan, and
Breyer would likely dissent. The resulting
4–4 tie would result in the Fifth Circuit
opinion being affirmed and the President’s
Executive Order being held unconstitutional. This would extend the injunction
prohibiting the Executive Branch from
implementing the President’s Executive
Order.
2. Friedrichs v. California Teachers
Association.6 This case deals with the
California Teachers’ Union’s ability to
charge public school employees a fee
to contribute to the costs of collective
bargaining even if those employees are
not members of the union. The case was
already argued to the Court before Justice
Scalia’s death and it appeared headed
toward a 5–4 decision finding that compelling non-union members to pay a fee
to a union violated their First Amendment
Rights. With Justice Scalia’s death, however, it now appears that a 4–4 tie is likely
which would result in the Ninth Circuit
opinion, which held the fee to be constitutional, being affirmed. Thus, this is a case

where Justice Scalia’s death might change
the outcome of the case.
3. Whole Woman’s Health v. Hellerstedt.7
This case involves the Texas abortion statute which, like Oklahoma’s, established
certain requirements for abortion clinics
to maintain standards equivalent to that
of a hospital setting, and required doctors
who perform abortions to have admitting
privileges at a hospital within 30 miles
of the clinic. The Court of Appeals for
the Fifth Circuit had upheld most of the
Texas law.8 The outcome of this case is
unclear. It was argued on March 2, the
deadline for this column. Before Justice
Scalia’s death, there appeared to be four
solid votes to uphold the Texas law; Chief
Justice Roberts, and Justices Scalia, Alito,
and Thomas. Justice Kennedy’s views on
this issue are not clear (he did after all
author a portion of the tri-partied opinion
in Planned Parenthood v. Casey9). Justice
Kennedy did join the left of the Court in
voting to stay the effect of portions of
the Texas law while the case proceeded before the Court. On the other hand,
Justice Kennedy authored the opinion for
a five justice majority of the Court10

when it upheld the ban on partial birth
abortions. Thus, it is hard to predict how
Justice Kennedy will come down in the
Texas case. During oral argument, Justice
Kennedy did not tip his hand. He began
by questioning counsel for the challengers
of the Texas law on whether their claims
were barred by res judicata. Later, he
asked whether the case should be remanded so more evidence could be developed
on how many abortions the remaining
clinics could perform if the statute goes
into effect. But the death of Justice Scalia
eliminates the possibility of a five justice
majority upholding the Texas law and
setting a precedent substantially limiting
a woman’s right to an abortion. If Justice
Kennedy does join the ideological right of
the Court it would result in an affirmance
of the Fifth Circuit opinion upholding the
Texas Statute, but that would have no precedential value.
4. Zubik v. Burwell.11 This is another
version of the Hobby Lobby12 case from
a couple of years ago dealing with the
contraceptive mandate contained in the
Affordable Care Act. Certain religious
organizations have complained that requiring them to file a form seeking an exception to the requirement that they provide
contraceptives to their employees under
their health insurance violates their religious liberties. Almost all lower courts
that have addressed this issue have held
that the accommodation provided in the
Affordable Care Act for religious organization does not violate their religious liberties and is therefore constitutional. A tie
See TIE, page 8

Docket No. 15-674.
7 Docket No. 15-274.
State of Texas v. United States, 2015 WL 8 Whole Woman’s Health v. Hellerstedt, 790
6873190 (5th Cir. 2015).
F.3d 563 (5th Cir. 2015).
6 Docket No. 14-915.
9 05 U.S. 833 (1992).
4
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DID MY NEW FRIEND JUST
TAKE MY DATA?
By Michael W. Brewer
Now that we’ve got you making new
friends on the internet, using social media,
blogging, and being all techy, here comes
the hard truth. Not all internet friends have
friendly intentions and you attorney tech
users are sitting on a lot of confidential and
privileged data that makes you a target.
Like most of you, I probably receive 100
emails and promotional materials through
snail mail for cyber security and data
breach seminars and services each week.
Some of you may recall the multitude of
seminars concerning the millennial bug
expected for the year 2000. An entire
cottage industry of seminars and how to’s
sprung up in the legal community. Unlike
the millennial fears, data breach, hackers,
and spammers are already upon us.
The number of authentic appearing
emails that seek your private information
or entry into your server have increased.
Since most lawyers and law firms handle their client’s confidential information,
including things like tax records, birth
dates, social security numbers and other
proprietary and confidential information
on their local computers, these threats
are real. More and more corporations and
insurance companies are requiring their
outside law firms to implement and follow
electronics/computer security policies. The
use of unencrypted emails and non-secure
cloud sites such as Dropbox, Hightail and
others are frowned upon by many. Clients
are requiring their attorneys use encrypted
emails and encrypted thumb drives when
transmitting data. The use of personal cell
phones, tablets and laptops for transmitting
business emails carrying client data creates
new and heightened risks. Passwords and
remote wiping are a must. Use of Gmail,
Yahoo mail and similar non-business only
email portals requires identification of
your emails as attorney or law firm generated. Use of business only domains with
appropriate disclaimers and return information is encouraged.
The use of public Wi-Fi in hotels, airport, coffee shops or even on airplanes for
business or personal use is also dangerous.
Rules prohibiting use of public Wi-Fi for
business purposes need to be in place and
enforced. A recent article in USA Today
by Steven Petrow concerning this is worth
your time to review. (http://www.usatoday.com/story/tech/columnist/2016/02/24/
got-hacked-my-mac-while-writing-story/80844720/) I got hacked mid-air while
writing an Apple-FBI story.
Recent surveys by cyber security analysts reveals that even when employees
know they should not give out their passwords over the phone, somewhere around
50% still do. A simple phone call from
someone identified only as Joe or Joanne
at IT and otherwise well trained employees
disclose their password without knowing
who is on the other end of the line. Written
policies and frequent training are necessary and sometimes required by clients of
their vendors.
Another important piece to the electronic/computer policy is the backup plan.

Most law firms have implemented disaster
back up plans since hurricane Katrina
made it painfully clear that existing back
up plans were insufficient. Since we live
in the heartland of tornadoes, ice storms,
power outages and earthquakes a proper
back up and disaster plan is also necessary.
Every now and then, test it, just to make
sure it works. Can you actually retrieve
your backed up data? Who has access to
it? Is it stored on the cloud; is it encrypted;
is the hard storage location in a hardened
bunker? These are a few questions you
might ask. If you never try to recover your
backups, you might not know that a well
thought out recovery plan simply does not
work.
Spam blockers and filters seemingly
only work on the most ordinary emails and
sites such as gambling, coupons and pornography. Things still slip by and employees still find ways around your filters and
blocks. After all, shopping must be completed. However, these type sites are regular carriers of viruses and hacks. Employee
education is a must in this regard.
These days, data breach and system
security are extremely important issues to
clients and should be to you. The hackers
are getting more sophisticated. They do not
care who you are as they are just testing IP
addresses in some random fashion looking
for data and creating havoc. If you do not
have a dedicated IT department, then you
should have a regular IT contractor who is
familiar with your system and can assess
your risk. Vendors in this field are growing
and the need is real for solo practitioners,
small firms, medium firms and large firms
alike. Many resources exist for this type
of prevention information at locations
such as the OBA, ABA, Legal Tech New
York 2016 and International Association of
Privacy Professionals. Many more vendors
are out there and you can visit their seminars and websites to learn more about their
services. Just make sure it is a legit site and
organization and not someone catfishing
you for passwords and data.
Since the initial draft of this article for
the OCBA Briefcase in February, the issue
with Apple’s denial of U.S. enforcement
request that Apple create a hack/backdoor
for its locked products has arisen. Several
key privacy issues are implicated and
public opinion is split. A Reuters News
poll released on February 24, 2016 indicates 46.3% of people polled agree with
Apple’s decision to oppose the court order,
35.5% disagree and 18.3% are undecided.(www.reuters.com/article/us-apple-encryption-pollidUSKCN0VXNOVX159).
While this will now be decided in the judicial system, it raises the question for each
individual user of a smart phone, computer
or tablet whether your private and even
encrypted information or communications
are really private.
Michael W. Brewer is an attorney, founder, and partner of Hiltgen & Brewer, PC
in Oklahoma City, Oklahoma. To contact
Mike, email mbrewer@hbokc.law, call
(405) 605-9000 or tweet him at @attymikeb. For more information, please visit
www.hbokc.law

Obituary

GORDON DAVID ROSS
(1954–20)
By Michael C. Felty, Lytle Soule
& Curlee
G. David Ross, known to his friends as
David, died in January of natural causes.
He was 62. A soldier, scholar and skilled
legal practitioner, he is missed by all who
knew him well.
David was born in Tulsa in 1954. He
attended Tulsa Memorial High School and
Oklahoma State University where he graduated with a Bachelor of Science in Finance
in 1976. David continued his education
at the University of Oklahoma College of
Law, earning his Juris Doctor in 1979.
A veteran, Captain Ross served honorably in the Judge Advocate General’s Corps
of the United States Army at Fort Riley
Kansas from 1979 through 1983.
David entered the private practice of
law in Oklahoma City with the firm of
Fenton Fenton Smith Reneau and Moon in
1983. He also practiced with Foliart Huff
Ottaway and Caldwell for several years. In
1990, David joined the firm of Lytle Soule
and Curlee eventually becoming a director
and shareholder of the firm. David practiced with Lytle Soule until his retirement
from the practice of law in 2014.
David was a skilled litigator and zealous
advocate. Lead counsel in numerous civil

jury trials in both state and federal courts,
David enjoyed the tactical challenges of
trial practice. In fact, David was an invited
lecturer on trial tactics at the Oklahoma
Trial Lawyers College of Advocacy.
He was admitted in all state and federal
courts in Oklahoma, as well as the Fifth
Eighth and Tenth Circuit Courts of Appeal,
and the United States Supreme Court.
David was a member of the Oklahoma
Association of Defense Counsel, where he
served on the Board of Directors during the
late 1990s. He was also a member of the
Defense Research Institute.
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NIGHT AT THE MOVIES
By Miles Pringle
On Sunday February 28, 2016, Bridge
of Spies lost the Academy Award for Best
Motion Picture to Spotlight; however,
Mark Rylance did win the Award for
Best Supporting Actor for his portrayal
of Rudolf Abel. Regardless of whether it
won the Oscar, Bridge of Spies is another
Tom Hanks-Steven Spielberg classic, and
a must watch for lawyers and law students.
The movie begins with the arrest of Mr.
Abel under suspicion of being a Soviet
spy. James B. Donovan (played by Tom
Hanks), a New York insurance defense
attorney, is appointed to represent Abel in
the criminal trial. The second act of the
movie features Donovan arguing in front
of the U.S. Supreme Court, and climaxes
with Donovan being involved in a prisoner
swap with the Soviets for the return of
downed U2 pilot Francis Gary Powers in
Communist East Germany.
The Supreme Court case argued by
Donovan is every criminal defense attorney’s dream. In the real case, which is
partially captured by the movie, Abel
is arrested in his hotel room under a
duly authorized arrest warrant by the

Immigration and Naturalized Service
(“INS”) for allegedly being in the country
illegally. During the arrest, and while Abel
is detained, INS agents undertook a short
15-20 minute search of the hotel room and
adjoining bathroom, without Abel’s consent. The INS agents then instruct Mr. Abel
to gather his belongings; during which,
agents observed Abel slipping a paper into
his coat pocket, a Russian coded message.
On the way out of the hotel, Abel paid
his hotel bill, and is taken back to INS
headquarters. While in custody, and without permission or warrant, INS agents
searched Abel’s personal belongings, and
catalogued several items which were subsequently used against Abel at trial.
Accompanying the INS agents at the
hotel were FBI agents (who approached
Abel about cooperating with the US immediately prior to the arrest). As soon as Abel
had been taken from the hotel, FBI agents,
without a warrant but with hotel management’s permission, searched Abel’s room.
Agents seized several items which were
used against Abel at trial including “a
hollow pencil containing microfilm and a
block of wood containing a cipher pad.”
Abel v. United States, 362 U.S. 217, 225,
80 S. Ct. 683, 690 (1960).
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On appeal, Donovan argued that the
Government’s searches violated the Fourth
and Fifth Amendments to the Constitution.
The Court summarized Donovan’s argument as follows: “We are asked to find that
the Government resorted to a subterfuge,
that the Immigration and Naturalization
Service warrant here was a pretense and
sham, was not what it purported to be…
The Government’s real aims, the argument runs, were (1) to place petitioner in
custody so that pressure might be brought
to bear upon him to confess his espionage
and cooperate with the F. B. I., and (2) to
permit the Government to search through
his belongings for evidence of his espionage to be used in a designed criminal
prosecution against him. The claim is,
in short, that the Government used this
administrative warrant for entirely illegitimate purposes and that articles seized as a
consequence of its use ought to have been
suppressed.” Abel, 362 U.S. at 225-26, 80
S. Ct. at 690.
Donovan lost the case in a 5-4 decision. In the process though, he won the
respect of the Court. Then Chief Justice
Earl Warren is reported to have said about
Donovan: “I think I can say that in my time
on this Court no man has undertaken a

more arduous, more self-sacrificing task”.
While Bridge of Spies is an entertaining
and thought-provoking movie, ironically it
may not capture the most interesting chapters of Donovan’s life. Prior to taking up
Abel’s defense, Donovan helped Supreme
Court Justice Robert H. Jackson set up
the Nuremberg Trials, and subsequently
helped with the prosecution of Nazi war
criminals. After the Abel case and prisoner
exchange, Donovan was again tapped by
the Government to lead negotiations to
secure the release of 1,100 prisoners in
Cuba after the failed Bay of Pigs invasion.
Donovan was able to secure the release of
“an additional 8,000-plus people, including
relatives of the former prisoners and some
U.S. citizens” according to an October 16,
2015 Fordham Magazine Article.
During the negations Donovan went to
Cuba on more than a dozen occasions and
dealt directly with Fidel Castro. At one
point, the CIA attempted to use Donovan
as an unknowing assassin by poisoning
a gift Donovan planned to give to the
Communist Leader. James Donovan is one
of the most intriguing figures of the early
Cold War. Perhaps there is a sequel to
Bridge of Spies in the works.

tie from page 6

CONCLUSION
As of the deadline for this month’s
column, the President has not announced
a nominee to fill Justice Scalia’s seat.
However, every Republican member of
the Senate Judiciary Committee signed
a letter saying they will not give any
nominee, regardless of his or her qualifications, a hearing. Furthermore, Senator
McConnell, the Senate Majority Leader,
has announced that he will not schedule
any nominee for a confirmation vote
by the full Senate even if that nominee
were to get a hearing before the Senate
Judiciary Committee and be advanced
out of the Committee. Therefore, the
prospects of Justice Scalia’s seat being
filled by someone nominated by President
Obama seems remote. Thus we face
the likelihood that it will be the next
President who nominates Justice Scalia’s
replacement. The next President will take
office on January 20, 2017. Even if he or
she has a nominee teed up and ready to
be submitted to the Senate immediately, it
seems very unlikely that a nominee would
be confirmed in time for cases to be reargued before a fully staffed Court before
the end of next year’s term of the Court.
Therefore, the holdover and reargument
alternative does not seem very practical
and 4–4 ties seem like a very real probability. So we should all get ready to hear
that familiar call from the stands, “Hey
Ump, tie goes to the runner.”

would uphold the regulation and require
those organizations to continue to sign the
form asking for religious exemption.
5. Fisher v. University of Texas at
Austin.13 This case challenges Texas’
affirmative action program for admission to the University of Texas. The case
has had a long history with the Supreme
Court already. Most prognosticators
have predicted that this case would spell
the end of affirmative action in university admissions as we know it. Without
Justice Scalia, however, that could be
dramatically changed. Without Justice
Scalia to join the Chief Justice and
Justices Kennedy, Thomas, and Alito,
it appears very likely that this case will
result in a 4–4 tie. A tie vote would
uphold the University of Texas’ affirmative action program.14
6. Evenwel v. Abbott.15 This Texas
voting rights case asks the question
of how should we count people under
the “one person, one vote” rule. Most
states, Texas included, uses census data
to determine how to allocate congressional districts so that they are equally
balanced and each member of congress
represents an approximately equal number of voters. Certain groups have challenged this rule in Texas arguing that
it should not count every person, but
should only count eligible voters. This
would exclude illegal immigrants, children, and other persons who are not eligible to vote. A three-judge district court
panel heard the case under 28 U.S.C. §
2284(c) and had upheld Texas’ approach
of counting every person, regardless of
their immigration or other status. With
Justice Scalia gone, a 4–4 tie would
affirm the three-judge panel’s ruling.

10 Gonzales v. Carhart, 550 U.S. 124
(2007).
11 Docket No. 14-1418.
12 Burwell v. Hobby Lobby Stores, Inc.,
573 U.S. __ (2014).
13 Docket No. 14-981.
14 Fisher v. University of Texas at Austin,
758 F.3d 633 (5th Cir. 2014).
15 Docket No. 14-940.
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An Introduction
to Tribal Courts
By Robert Don Gifford, II1
Among the Indians there have been no
written laws. Customs handed generation
to generation, have been the only laws to
guide them . . . fear of the Nation’s censure
acted, binding all in one social, honorable
compact.
George Copway (Kah-ge-ga-bowh),
Ojibwa Chief 1818-1863
If you practice law long enough in
Oklahoma, you will have an opportunity
to face an issue arising out of “Indian
Country.” With the growth of tribal gaming and the checkerboard jurisdiction
among the thirty-nine tribes in the Sooner
State, an attorney in any type of practice
is likely to have an opportunity to appear
in tribal court. Based on the principle of
tribal sovereignty, a tribe has the inherent
authority to establish its own court system
(with certain limitations).
While the practice of law in tribal
courts may feel unique, cases can be won
or lost just as easily in a tribal court, as in
either state or federal courts for bedrock
issues such as failing to follow jurisdiction, exhaust claims procedures, or miss
filing deadlines. Jurisdiction isn’t necessarily limited to a member of the tribe,
and navigating that jurisdictional maze is
not complex. What many attorneys do not
recognize is the value of having a regular
practice of appearing in tribal courts.
First, the practices and procedures of
most tribal courts will often mirror the
procedures followed in state courts. For
example, most tribes follow the same
child-support guidelines as the state,
as well as child visitation schedules. It
should be noted, that some tribes may
incorporate some tribal customary laws
(i.e., granting grandparent visitation and
involvement in custody proceedings) that
go beyond the normal confines of a case
1
Mr. Gifford (Cherokee) serves as an Assistant
United States Attorney in Oklahoma City with duties as
a Tribal Liaison. In addition, he serves as Chief Judge,
Kaw Nation Tribal District Court, a Colonel in the U.S.
Army Reserve, and an adjunct law professor at the law
schools at Oklahoma City University and the University
of Oklahoma.

in state court.
Next, many of the tribal courts are
very user friendly. Many simple, pro
se divorces are performed and the
courts will often follow a model of the
now-popular term of a “healing court.”
For example, the Kaw Nation tribal
court follows a “team concept” during
its monthly civil docket. A team made
up of the tribal Attorney General, Child
Support Services, Indian Child Welfare,
the tribal council’s attorney, members of
the domestic abuse/victim services, and
often a counselor and regularly appointed Guardian Ad Litem all remain in the
courtroom for every case. Whether the
case is a pro se divorce, a modification
of child support, custody dispute, a
protective order, or even a guardianship
– issues may arise that will involve any
one of these agencies. This collaborative
approach ensures that all issues with litigants are promptly addressed, an open
discussion on how to deal with issues
with a particular litigant, and there is
less need for repeated court appearances
with self-created bureaucracy.
Because many of the litigants may be
pro se, this team concept spots potential
issues before they become actual issues.
For example, it is not uncommon for a pro
se couple to seek a divorce in tribal court.
While appearing on their petition, it will
become evident the parties are unsure on
child support amounts, and the Court will
provide for the parties to meet with child
support services to figure a fair figure. It is
often during this process that it is further
discovered some underlying issues with
the dissolution of the marriage. Problems
in parenting, anger issues, mental health
problems, addiction, or even obtaining
employment will be brought to the Court’s
attention. It is at this juncture the other
members of the “team” become actively
involved in assisting the litigant to receive
assistance (often free or at low cost) in
any of these areas. In addition, court costs
in tribal courts are far less than they are
in the state court. Many actions that start
in the Kaw Nation tribal court are either
waived or may involve a one-time filing
fee of fifty dollars.
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Co.
4.	 Chili Judges Don Andrews,
Barbara Swinton & Noma
Gurich
5.	 Chili Judges Tim Henderson &
Cindy Truong
6.	 Chili Potts, 1st Place Traditional
Chili
7.	 Smith Simmons, PLLC, Best
Overall Chili, Kaitlyn Allen &
Jarred Elwell

8

7

8.	 Crowe & Dunlevy#2, 1st Place
Hottest Chili
Zane Anderson & Chuck
Knutter (not pictured: Andrew
Henry, Allen Hutson, Christopher
Staine & Anthony Hendricks
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CHILI COOK-OFF & SILENT AUCTION 2016

THE YOUNG LAWYERS DIVISION WISHES TO THANK
OUR SPONSORS
**Steve Barghols**Bass Law Firm**Crowe & Dunlevy**Hartzog Conger
Cason & Neville**Housley & Couch**Idoxs**McAfee & Taft**Phillips
Murrah
DONORS TO THE SILENT AUCTION
Anthem Brewing Company**Beau‛s Wine Bin**Bella Estra Salon &
Spa**Black Scintilla**Café d Brasil**Café 7**Chili‛s**B.C. Clark
Jewelers**The Daily Oklahoman**Earl‛s Rib Crib**ElizaFit**Good Egg
Group**Bill Gorden**Herbert Graves**HomeWetBar.com**Iron
Starr**Iron & Lace**Lowe‛s Home Improvement**The Mule**Olive &
Company**On A Whim**Park Avenue Salon**Aaron Rodgers & Olivia
Munn**Rooted Interiors.com**Rose Creek Golf & Country Club**S&B
Burgers**TRADE Men‛s Wear**Udander Salon**
CHILI JUDGES
Don Andrews**Noma Gurich**Tim Henderson**Larry Jones**Barbara
Swinton**Cindy Truong**Geary Walke

ALL PROFITS DONATED TO THE
REGIONAL FOOD BANK OF OKLAHOMA

Quote of the MONTH
Mark Twain famously said on the matter: “History doesn’t
repeat itself, but it does rhyme.”
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Old News
Excerpts from OCBA News:

November, 1973, Part 1
New Bar Leaders

The Oklahoma County Bar Association
is now holding a Run-Off Election to determine the Vice-President and PresidentElect of the association in accordance with
the new By Law changes adopted earlier
this year.
Ballots will be mailed to members of the
OCBA soon. Results of the election will
be announced in the December issue of the
OCBA News.
The two nominees for President Elect
are John Halley, Jr., and Robert J. “Jim”
Turner. Running for Vice President are
Les Conner, Jr., and Alfred P. Murrah, Jr.
John H. Halley, Jr. received his law
degree from the University of Oklahoma
in 1947. Halley has been on the Board of
Directors and has served as Chairman of
the Budget and Finance Committee and
was Vice President of the County Bar in

1971. Also served on the OBA Board of
Governors 1969-72 and is a current member of the OBA Foundations Board.
Robert J. “Jim” Turner has been an
active member of the Board of Directors
since 1971. He is a 1960 graduate of
the University of Oklahoma and has
served on the By Laws and Long Range
Planning Committee, Justice and Order
Committee, Criminal Law and Penal
Reform Committee of the OCBA.
He was selected by the County Bar to
receive an award for his work as Assistant
County Attorney in 1964. Turner has also
served on the State Bar Administration of
Justice Committee.
Leslie L. Conner, Jr. has been active on
the Board of Directors of the County Bar
since 1971. He is chairing the Program
Committee for 1973. He has served on
the Program Committee for several years
and appeared in the Gridiron and “Jealous
Mistress.”
He was Chairman of the Membership

Committee that increased the membership
to 1,000 qualifying the County Bar for a
delegate in the ABA House of Delegates
for the first time.
Mr. Conner is a 1963 graduate of the
University of Oklahoma School of Law.
A.P. Murrah, Jr. was re-elected to the
Board of Directors in 1972 after serving a
previous term in 1963.
He served on the Public Relations
Committee in 1970 and as chairman of that
Committee for the State Bar. Mr. Murrah
has also served on the Fee Grievance
Committee of the County Bar.
President Elect, John L. Belt, re-appointed N. Martin Stringer for treasurer of
the association for 1974. This will be the
second term for Stringer.
Elected to the Board of Directors of
the Association were: Bryce A. Baggett,
Page Dobson, Elliott Fenton, Clarence P.
Green, Andrew L. Hamilton and Ralph G.
Thompson.
Mark G. Meister was re-elected as

Library Trustee.
On the ballot for Legal Aid Society
Board of Directors the following were
elected: Robert J. Boone, William F.
Shdeed, and William H. Sullivan.
Oklahoma State Bar Delegates elected
are: Robert J. Emery, Jay R. Bond, Andrew
M. Coats, Andrew L. Hamilton, Gomer
Smith, Nancy Batchelor, Roy Semtner,
Granville Tomerlin, Robert H. Warren, Jr.,
Henry F. Featherly, Ben Franklin and Mark
G. Meister. Also serving as delegates are
President Stewart W. Mark, Vice-President
Wayne Campbell and President-Elect John
L. Belt.
The following members of the Bar will
serve as alternates: Herman Merson,
Richard L. Bohanan, Arnold D. Fagin,
Francis S. Irvine, John R. McCandless,
George L. Verity, Donald H. Lees, Charles
W. Ellis, Carolyn G. Hill, Roy J. Davis,
Jack H. Herndon, Dale Everett, Albert V.
Alexander, Theodore Haynes.

Book Notes
By Bill Gorden

Countdown to Zero Day

Kim Zetter, Crown Publishers, Kindle, 2015, $11.99
The books reviewed may be read in tandem to good
effect. The first is the story of how the United States and
Israel presumably built and delivered a series of cyber
bombs to damage the Iranian process toward an atomic
bomb. This started under the Bush administration and was
continued under the Obama administration. The infection
system was called Stuxnet, and however much or little you
have heard of this, you should read this book. The premise
of the attack is that computers often control other operating
systems, such as those which operate the local turbines
that light up your house. If the computer controller can be
infected, the operating system can cause that turbine to
go so fast that it blows apart. Or, in this case, centrifuges
whirling away separating heavy radiation components
can be spun out of control, or the gas pressure in each
centrifuge can be increased or lessened, causing a blow
out or a lessening of end product, or caused to dump perfectly good end product after much work.
There are no U.S. servicemen put at risk, little or no
collateral damage, and, for a while, no way for the target population to know who did the hit. It is almost the
“perfect” strike. It was somewhat successful, delaying the
Iranis’ move toward a nuclear weapon.
The writing here, one may fear, is too technical. That is
not the case. Clearly the author understands the more nerdy

stuff, but coalesces whole systems under a few concepts,
which can easily be followed by a layman. The story flows,
the difficulty of probing the attacking virus made very evident, which reflects the time and resources the people who
put this together had. That kind of narrows the suspects.
What could go wrong? Delivery of a bomb, even an
atomic bomb, destroys the method used to deliver the
blow. Delivery of a cyber attack leaves behind the code it
is sent in, and the code of the “bomb” itself, so the target
now has a blueprint for return fire. It is as if the delivery of
the Atomic bombs on Japan in World War Two would have
left Japan with the entire means of creating a like counter
attack on the U.S. This is scary stuff. As you sit reading
this, we are vulnerable to someone with the time and
effort to de-code
Stuxnet and turn it on
us
or others. A new era
may have begun where
“kinetic assets”, explosive bombs are passe’
but millions of lives
can be made miserable at the touch of
a button, with little
or no idea of where
the attack came
from. We should
hope we keep
the edge here.
Pandora’s Box
may now be open.

Operation Shakespeare

John Shiffman, Simon and Schuster,
Paperback, 2015, 267 pages, $ 16.00
Even in the world of “kinetic assets”, they are no longer the heart and soul of physical warfare. While, in the
movies, Nicholas Cage as an arms dealer has a suitcase of
automatic weapons samples, the real money is elsewhere.
This book is about a sting operation run multi-nationally
by a variety of officers, most from Customs and Homeland
Security, the heart of which revolves around the illicit sale
of a thousand microchips, which fit in F-4 Fighter aircraft.
Not cannon, not machine guns, not rockets. Microchips.
Chips which tell the plane and pilot what is going on with
a multitude of things in a combat situation. Microchips,
without which Iran’s fighters may as well sit in their hangers. Oh, and microchips sometimes sold by American companies to Iranian arms dealers in the Republic of Georgia.
This is a real life thriller, which means it is real, and a
little less thrilling, but will give you a lot to worry about in
terms of anyone’s national security today. People sell this
stuff only for money. They do not care who it goes to next.
The people trying to stop this are many, but overworked.
The bureaucracy is vast and multi-dimensional. The buyers, the middle men, are legion. They are hard to catch,
and often only vaguely associated with the end-using state.
This is as big a mess as cyber attacks. Good reads, but
sweet dreams.
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Who Would YOU Nominate* To The U.S. Supreme Court?
By Geary Walke
An epic battle is now set up between the
parties over the successor position on the
U.S. Supreme Court after the death of
Justice Antonin Scalia in February. The
two positions each vie for nothing less
than the future of the highest court in the
land. The authority of the one position
is purely constitutional: the power and
responsibility to nominate. The authority for the opposition is purely political:
delay and deny until maybe someone of
our party might have the Constitutional
authority to nominate come next January.
Every American who has given any
thought to the Supreme Court has wondered why it seems to get filled with
people so unlike us. Americans have
been saying that for generations. For the
majority (all but two) of the first American
century nominees, it was necessary to be
male, white Anglo-Saxon Protestants, and
Protestants held the absolute majority on
each Supreme Court until the 1990s. But,
while our question may have been silently
asked by many, I’m certain that very few
people thought they had any entitlement
to meaningfully ask: Why doesn’t the U.S.
Supreme Court look more like me?
Obviously, some inroads have been
made: We have three women on the
Supreme Court, and that reflects well for
the 51% of Americans who are female
(but not as well as five positions would
be). We have five Catholics on the court
(Justices John Roberts, Samuel Alito,
Clarence Thomas, Anthony Kennedy and
until his death, Antonin Scalia). But,
only two Catholics were appointed to the
high court during the entire 19th century.
Until Louis Brandeis was appointed in
1916, it was doubtful a Jew would ever
be appointed to such an exalted and politically charged position. But, since then
we’ve had six Jewish justices on the court,

and currently three Jewish Justices serve
(Justices Kagan, Ginsburg and Breyer).
We have had only two blacks serve on
the Supreme Court, both male. Justice
Thurgood Marshall was appointed in 1967
and served until 1991. Justice Clarence
Thomas was appointed in the same year
and is still serving. We have a Latina on the
court, the first justice of Hispanic descent,
appointed in 2009 (Justice Sotomayor).
So why did the late Justice Scalia write
a dissent in Obergefell v Hodges, 576 U.S.
___ (2015), decrying the lack of diversity
on the Supreme Court? And, what did he
mean by it?
The court now has more racial and gender diversity than at any time in history.
While religious diversity has existed in the
long term history of the court, the relative
religious diversity at any given time has
been very short term, with the greatest
diversity existing in the last half century,
even though now there is a distinct lack of
religious diversity.
Now, Justice Scalia was, as we all
know: from NYC, white, of Italian
descent, Catholic, and a Harvard Law
School graduate and former professor of
law at University of Virginia Law School
and at University of Chicago Law School.
He worked in private practice in Ohio,
was appointed as General Counsel for the
Office of Telecommunications Policy, as
an Assistant Attorney General, and argued
one case before the U.S. Supreme Court.
Not once has he suggested that he, or any
other Justice, should decline to rule on a
case before the Supreme Court because of
his failure to meet any diversity test, gender comparison, racial composition, faith
test, or question of regionalism.
Justice Scalia wrote in his Obergefell
dissent:
“Today’s decree says that my Ruler, and
the Ruler of 320 million Americans coastto-coast, is a majority of the nine lawyers

Scalia
on the Supreme Court. … A system of
government that makes the People subordinate to a committee of nine unelected
lawyers does not deserve to be called a
democracy. … Not surprisingly then, the
Federal Judiciary is hardly a cross-section
of America. Take, for example, this Court,
which consists of only nine men and
women, all of them successful lawyers who
studied at Harvard or Yale Law School.
Four of the nine are natives of New York
City. Eight of them grew up in east-and
west- coast States. Only one hails from
the vast expanse in-between. Not a single
Southwesterner or even, to tell the truth,
a genuine Westerner (California does not
count). Not a single evangelical Christian
(a group that comprises about one quarter of Americans), [Here Justice Scalia
cites an ironic source titled: America’s
Changing Religious Landscape 4 (May
12, 2015), Pew Research Center] or even a
Protestant of any denomination. The strikingly unrepresentative character of the
body voting on today’s social upheaval . .

Passion Novel “The Morning Tree”
Celebrates 10th Anniversary
By Austin Reams*
The Passion of Jesus is the background to “The Morning
Tree,” published here in Oklahoma City ten years ago. The
main character, Ras, is the centurion who implores Jesus to
heal his servant in the New Testament. (Luke Ch. 7.)
The story picks up days after Jesus was crucified. Peter
and the other disciples ask Ras to go searching for a gospel written by Jesus, but was stolen by a rogue disciple,
Nathanael. At first he says, “No,” but then an angel of light,
who Ras thinks is Jesus, tells him to go on the mission.
Being a soldier, Ras takes the mission with zeal, using his
sword. He’s also got a serious Achilles’ heel -- he’s allergic
to sunlight, which is a tough handicap to overcome when
you’re trying to get things done in the desert. Ras chases
off after the scroll and of course runs into trouble along
the way, as he wreaks havoc from Galilee to the Temple in
Jerusalem, and back.
In the end, Ras realizes he has been deceived. It even
seems that story of the crucifixion of Jesus has been twisted. But without spoiling the story here, Satan is the only
one slandering the Passion, which remains unadulterated in

“The Morning Tree”: Jesus is nailed to a tree by a sinner,
comes back to forgive, and ascends.
This book was inspired during the 2003 invasion of Iraq.
During that time, some leaders had connected Christianity’s
message with the idea of punishing the “evildoer.” For me,
it was an opportunity to emphasize one the most important
teachings of Jesus – love and forgiveness for all. “But I
say to you that hear, Love your enemies, do good to those
who hate you, bless those who curse, pray for those whose
abuse you.” (Luke 6:27-28.)
In this time of continuous division, at home and abroad,
‘tis the season to reflect on such teachings.
Half of the proceeds from all sales of “The Morning
Tree” made through Mimbrez Publishers website (www.
mimbrez.com) are donated to the XP Society, a non-profit which benefits children suffering from Xeroderma
Pigmentosum, a rare disease that causes extreme sun
sensitivity.
*C. Austin Reams, REAMS LAW, 9208 North Kelley
Ave., Oklahoma City, OK 73131
(405) 285-6878, (800) 593-1974
www.reamslawfirm.com

. the policy question of same-sex marriage
to be considered and resolved by a select,
patrician, highly unrepresentative panel
of nine is to violate a principle even more
fundamental than no taxation without
representation: no social transformation
without representation.”
The pedigree for a Supreme Court
Justice has changed over the course of
235 years of our Constitutional process
for appointments to the Supreme Court.
As stated above, the first hundred years
was a parade of plain vanilla uniformity.
True, it reflected a large segment of the
voting and ruling class, but also reflected a
specific class pedigree. Who could afford
to go to college? Who could afford to
become a lawyer? Which schools properly educated the best and brightest who
could then be nominated to the highest
court? What were the other backgrounds,
political affiliations, etc?
I will write about these backgrounds,
demographics and points of view of
Supreme Court Justices. But, I need your
input: TELL ME, WHO YOU WOULD
NOMINATE TO THE U.S. SUPREME
COURT, from the current OBA membership, or even non-lawyer – but from
Oklahoma?
I’m not looking for your favorite person,
as that is a criterion properly left behind in
grade school. I’m looking for an authentic, ethical, capable, competent, experienced, articulate, thoughtful, principled,
down-to-earth Okie.
*SO, my first nomination to the U.S.
Supreme Court is Kieran Maye.
I’ll send all serious nominations off to
President Obama for his consideration.
(Yes, I will be the sole “decider” of who is
a “serious” nominee.” I know you guys
and your twisted senses of humor better
than to trust you to ONLY make serious
nominations!)
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Work Life Balance
By Warren E. Jones
In my monitoring of the quarterly,
bi-monthly, monthly, and weekly medical
and science journals, in preparation for
my column, I am sometimes motivated by
a particular study. The newest, as I type,
Mayo Clinic Proceedings contains such a
study.
Researchers wanted to identify whether it
is the resistance training behavior or the outcome of that behavior, strength, that is more
important as a determinant of longevity.
Approximately 3000 subjects, almost
equally divided between men and women,
average age of 50, were involved in the
study. The researchers determined leg extensor strength, that is, the strength involved in
sitting down and rising from a seated position, of all of the subjects. The researchers
also inquired as to the frequency, if any, of
resistance training by the subjects.
The researchers grouped the subjects
according to the frequency of lifting and
strength, or absence thereof. The first group
neither strength trained nor, no surprise here,
were determined to be strong. Individuals in
the top quartile for leg extensor muscle
strength were classified as strong. The second group strength trained, but apparently

olio from page 5
counsel with the results of the fingerprint comparison. The State responds that
defense counsel signed for and received a
copy of the report on October 27, 1987,
five days before trial. Nevertheless, based
on those results, which linked appellant to
a getaway car, defense counsel moved to
withdraw the earlier notice and amended
notice of alibi, which was granted by the
trial court. Appellant’s defense at trial was

Strength and Longevity

merely “went through the motions” in their
strength training, as they, too, were not
strong. The third group, while they did
not in fact strength train, were nonetheless strong. And the fourth group strength
trained and were, in fact, strong.
The 3000 people were followed up for
10 years, and the outcome measured was
death, from any cause, among individuals
in each of the four groups. Here is what the
researchers found: for every 100 persons
in the first group (all those who did not
strength train nor were strong) who died
within the next 10 years, 96 persons from
the second group (strength trained but not
strong) died; 54 persons from the third
group (who did not strength train but were,
nonetheless, strong) died; and 28 persons from the fourth group (who strength
trained and were strong) died.
So, it seems pretty clear that strength
training, in and of itself (that does not produce results), is of little value against mortality (a 4% reduced risk); that strength,
even in the absence of strength training,
substantially reduces the risk of mortality
(a 46% reduced risk); and that strength
training that produces strength significantly reduces the risk of mortality (a 72%
reduced risk).

The researchers controlled for a number
of covariates such as body mass index,
sex, age, smoking, cholesterol, blood pressure, physician diagnosed conditions, and
others. Doing so allowed the researchers
to compare apples to apples. That is, it
allowed the researchers to compare individuals having identical covariates but
who were different among the four groups
described above.
How does one explain the impact of
strength on longevity? The researchers
indicated that the effect may be due to the
attenuation of dynapenia, or age related
strength loss, but I believe that that merely
begs the question. I would hypothesize that
the effect is a product of reduced risk of
falling, increased glucose uptake from the
blood system, and a general enhancement in
the ability to continue to perform activities
of daily living independent of assistance.
The researchers finally determined
whether there was an even lower risk of
mortality....in the ten year follow up period...if the persons determined to be strong
likewise met the aerobic training component of the physical activity guidelines for
Americans. Remember, those persons in
the fourth group (who strength trained and
were strong) enjoyed a 72% reduced risk.

The researchers found that strong individuals who met (or at least said they met)
the aerobic component of the guidelines
reduced their risk another five percent.
I speculate that rather than a mere five
percent enhancement, the researchers
would have found a much more protective
effect if they actually measured aerobic fitness (as they actually measured strength).
So, I’d expect an 85% to 95% reduced
risk among those persons fit (in muscle
strength and in aerobic capacity).
So, why was the study so motivational for me? Because I strength train and
aerobically train. We all have a one hundred percent chance of dying, but I like
my odds, at least for the next ten years,
against anyone out there who chooses to
neither SERIOUSLY strength train nor
SERIOUSLY aerobically train.

that of self-defense.
Prior to cross-examination of the appellant, the State had the amended Notice of
Alibi marked as a State’s exhibit. Over
a strenuous objection by defense counsel, the trial court allowed the exhibit
into evidence for impeachment purposes.
Thereafter, the prosecutor proceeded to
cross-examine appellant concerning the
withdrawn notice of alibi defense. This
was clearly error. In Sterling v. State, 514

P.2d 401, 403 (Okl.Cr. 1973), this Court
specifically held that use of Notice of Alibi
to impeach a defense witness was improper. Furthermore, by way of comparison, the
Federal Rules of Criminal Procedure make
it very clear that evidence of a withdrawn
intention to rely upon an alibi defense or of
statements made in connection therewith is
inadmissible against the person who gave
the notice in any civil or criminal proceeding. See Fed.R.Crim.P. 12.1 (f).

We find that the inadmissible evidence
concerning his withdrawn alibi was highly
prejudicial. The evidence clearly affected
his credibility as a witness. Furthermore,
after a review of the record, we do not find
the evidence of appellant’s guilt to be such
that it would render this error harmless. . . .
Insofar as appellant received the minimum
sentence for the crime charged, we are
left with no choice but to REVERSE and
REMAND this case for a new trial.

Warren E. Jones, J.D., HFS, CSCS, CEQ,
is an American College of Sports Medicine
9ACSM) Health Fitness Specialist, a National
Strength and Conditioning Association Certified
Strength and Conditioning Specialist and a
holder of an ACSM Certificate of Enhanced
Qualification. His clients range from competitive athletes to the morbidly obese. He can be
reached at wejones65@gmail.com or at 405812-7612.

ASK-A-LAWYER VOLUNTEERS NEEDED FOR 2016
Date: Thursday, April 28, 2016
Place: OETA, 7430 North Kelley Avenue, Oklahoma City, OK 73111
Phone: 848-8501
Directions: OETA is behind Channel 9, off of Kelley, between Wilshire and NE 63rd
(Go west off Kelley on NE 73rd, which is the parking lot of Channel 9)
I want to volunteer to answer phones on Thursday, April 28, 2016 during the OCBA’s Ask-ALawyer program with OETA. I would like my shift to be:
8:45 a.m. – 11:00 a.m. ___ 11:00 a.m. – 1:00 p.m. ___ 1:00 p.m. – 3:00 p.m. ___
3:00 p.m. – 5:00 p.m. ___
5:00 p.m. – 7:00 p.m. ___ 7:00 p.m. – 9:00 p.m. ___
Name of Ask-A-Lawyer Volunteer: _______________________________________
Address: ___________________________________________________________
Phone: ______________ Fax: _____________ E-mail: ______________________
Fill out this form and return it to the OCBA by Fax 405-232-2210, e-mail connie@okcbar.
org or call the bar office at 236-8421.
THANKS!!!
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Bar Observer
McAfee & Taft elects Tim Bomhoff
and Jennifer Callahan to 2016 board of
directors
The shareholders of McAfee & Taft
have elected Timothy J. Bomhoff and
Jennifer H. Callahan as the newest
members of its board of directors. They
join Robert Garbrecht, Stephen Hetrick,
Michael LaBrie and Scott McCreary – all
of whom were re-elected for another oneyear term – as well as managing director
Michael Lauderdale on the seven-member
board.
Tim Bomhoff is a trial lawyer who
maintains one of the most active energy litigation practices in Oklahoma and whose
extensive career experience includes the
defense of mass torts and negligence
claims as well as the representation of
companies in environmental litigation,
including class actions.
Bomhoff is a 1988 graduate of the
University of Oklahoma College of Law
and holds a bachelor’s degree in accounting and agricultural economics from
Oklahoma State University. His achievements as a litigator have earned him inclusion in Benchmark Litigation, Chambers
USA Guide to America’s Leading Lawyers
for Business, The Best Lawyers in America,
and Oklahoma Super Lawyers.
Jennifer Callahan is an employee
benefits and tax attorney whose practice is focused on all aspects of executive compensation and benefits planning,
with specific emphasis on complex tax
and governance issues associated with
executive employment agreements, equity
compensation arrangements, and deferred
compensation plans. A portion of her practice is devoted to assisting tax-exempt
organizations, including charitable organizations, schools and universities, healthcare organizations and private foundations,
navigate the unique tax and regulatory
requirements applicable for maintaining
tax-exempt status.
Callahan is a 1996 graduate of the
University of Oklahoma College of Law
and holds a master’s degree in accounting from Oklahoma City University and
a bachelor’s degree in agricultural business from California Polytechnic State
University.
Her achievements have
earned her inclusion in the Chambers USA
Guide to America’s Leading Lawyers for
Business, The Best Lawyers in America,
and Oklahoma Super Lawyers, which also
named her to its list of “Top 25 Women
Lawyers.”
2016 Officers and Directors for
GableGotwals
Chair: David Keglovits
President: Sid Swinson
Vice-President Firm Growth: Terry
Ragsdale
Vice-President Talent Development:
John Dale
Vice-President Finance: Amy Stipe
Secretary: Dale Cottingham    
Member: Rob Robertson
Member: Scott Rowland
GableGotwals is a full-service law firm
of over 90 attorneys who represent a
diversified client base across the nation.
GableGotwals effectively handles litigation matters (state, federal, and appellate

courts), regulatory and licensing issues,
and transactional matters. With offices in
Oklahoma City and Tulsa, GableGotwals
is one of the largest law firms in the state
of Oklahoma.
Michael Lauderdale elected to lead
Oklahoma’s largest law firm
Michael F. Lauderdale, a shareholder with McAfee and Taft and one of the
state’s leading employment attorneys, has
been elected to lead Oklahoma’s largest
law firm as its managing director. He
succeeds Richard Nix, who recently completed his third three-year in the position.
The Muskogee native joined McAfee
& Taft in 1990 after graduating with distinction from the University of Oklahoma
College of Law. Throughout the course
of his 26-year career with the firm, he
has served in numerous leadership roles,
including as co-leader of one of the
region’s largest labor and employment
practices and, more recently, as a member
of its board of directors.
In addition to serving as managing director, Lauderdale will continue to maintain
an active legal practice focused on the representation of employers and management
in all aspects of employment law and civil
litigation, as well as a mediator specializing in FLSA class actions.
His accomplishments as a lawyer have
earned him inclusion in The Best Lawyers
in America, Oklahoma Super Lawyers,
Benchmark Litigation and Chambers USA
Guide to America’s Leading Lawyers for
Business. He also holds the distinction
of being named “Labor and Employment
Litigation Lawyer of the Year” for 2016 by
The Best Lawyers in America.
Lauderdale currently serves on the board
of advisors for the University of Oklahoma
College of Law and previously served
as an administrative law judge for the
Oklahoma Department of Labor.
Former United States Attorney Sanford
C. Coats joins Crowe & Dunlevy law
firm
Coats will co-chair the firm’s White Collar,
Compliance & Investigations practice
group
Crowe & Dunlevy recently announced
former United States Attorney for the
Western District of Oklahoma Sanford
C. Coats has joined the firm as a director
in the Oklahoma City office. He serves
as co-chair of the firm’s White Collar,
Compliance & Investigations practice
group and is a member of the Litigation &
Trial practice group.
Nominated by President Barack Obama
and confirmed by the United States Senate
in 2009, Coats was U. S. Attorney for
the Western District of Oklahoma for
more than six years. He is a member of
the National Association of Former U. S.
Attorneys, established to promote, defend
and further the office of the U.S. Attorney
as one of the principal instrumentalities
through which the president carries out his
constitutional obligation that the laws be
faithfully executed.
During his time as a U.S. Attorney, he
served on the Attorney General’s Advisory
Committee (AGAC), meeting regularly with Attorney General Eric Holder to

address Department of Justice issues, as
well as a member of the AGAC subcommittees on Native American Issues,
Criminal Practice, Terrorism and National
Security, and Crimes Against Children. He
also served as co-chairman of the government-wide Domestic Terrorism Working
Group.
Prior to becoming U.S. Attorney, Coats
served as an Assistant U.S. Attorney in all
areas of the Criminal Division for nearly six years. He prosecuted a variety of
cases, including child prostitution, child
pornography, banking fraud, tax evasion,
crimes in Indian Country, illegal immigration, complex drug conspiracies, firearm
crimes and violence associated with illegal
street gangs. His responsibilities included managing investigations, supervising
more than a dozen jury trials and arguing
appeals before the Tenth Circuit. In addition, Coats served as team leader of the
Major Crimes Team and as Project Safe
Childhood coordinator.
He received a national Director’s Award
for Superior Performance as Assistant U.S.
Attorney for his work in the prosecution of
multiple child prostitution cases. In 2007,
Coats volunteered for short-term assignment to the U.S. Attorney’s Office in New
Orleans as part of a special initiative by
the Department of Justice following the
devastation of Hurricane Katrina to assist
in the prosecution of violent, firearm and
drug crime.
Prior to joining the U.S. Attorney’s
Office, Coats served as a legal intern for
United States District Judge Tim Leonard
and as a law clerk for Oklahoma Supreme
Court Justice Marian P. Opala.
In addition to his work as a federal prosecutor, Coats has served on the
board of directors and as president of the
Oklahoma City Chapter of the Federal Bar
Association, served on the board of directors of the Harding Fine Arts Academy
in Oklahoma City and the Oklahoma Bar
Association Law School committee.
Coats received his Juris Doctor from the
University of Oklahoma College of Law
and his bachelor’s degree from Tulane
University in Louisiana. He is the son
of Andrew M. Coats, who was appointed as the 11th dean of the University of
Oklahoma College of Law, sixth director
of the Law Center and is also a director
with Crowe & Dunlevy.
OU Law to Honor Four Outstanding
Alumni at Order of the Owl, Hall of
Fame Ceremony
The University of Oklahoma College of
Law will honor four outstanding alumni at
its annual Order of the Owl Hall of Fame
ceremony Wednesday, March 9. The Order
of the Owl recognizes OU Law graduates
who demonstrate leadership and service
through outstanding accomplishments in
their legal careers.
This year’s honorees are:
Lawton businessman and entrepreneur
Bill W. Burgess Jr., whose public service
to higher education spans two decades;
The Honorable Tom Colbert, the first
African-American to serve on the Supreme

Court of Oklahoma and to be sworn in as
Vice Chief Justice and Chief Justice, and
the first African-American to be appointed
to the Oklahoma Court of Civil Appeals;
Jim Gallogly, an industry leader whose
expertise in transactional law transformed
companies experiencing challenges into
successful international businesses;
The Honorable Noma D. Gurich, a
leader in the legal profession and only
the third woman in history to serve on the
Supreme Court of Oklahoma.
Since its establishment in 2011, the
Order of the Owl has inducted and honored
16 deserving OU Law alumni.
For more than 20 years, Bill W. Burgess
Jr. (’80) has invested time and energy to
address the needs of Oklahoma higher
education, serving first as a State Regent
for Oklahoma Higher Education for 18
years and currently serving a seven-year
term as an OU Regent.
Burgess is chairman of the board of the
investment corporation Vortex; owner and
publisher of The Lawton Constitution; and
senior partner of Burgess and Hightower
Law Firm. As chairman and principal
owner of Techrizon, Burgess developed
the enterprise into the largest Oklahoma
software engineering company.
Burgess has held numerous leadership positions at the state and national
levels including chairman of the board
for the Oklahoma Business Roundtable,
Oklahoma State Chamber and the Citizens’
Commission on the Future of Oklahoma
Higher Education. He is also currently
civilian aide to the Secretary for the U.S.
Army and serves as a member of the OU
College of Law Board of Visitors. He
was inducted into both the Oklahoma
Hall of Fame and the Oklahoma Higher
Education Hall of Fame, and was honored
as Corporate Entrepreneur of the Year
by the U.S. Association for Business and
Entrepreneurship.
A pioneer in the legal profession, The
Honorable Tom Colbert (’82) became
the first African-American appointed to the
Oklahoma Court of Civil Appeals, where
he served as Chief Judge prior to sitting
on the bench of Oklahoma’s highest court.
He served several years in the U.S.
Army and taught in the public school
system in Chicago prior to attending the
OU College of Law. He also has served
as assistant dean at Marquette University
Law School in Milwaukee, Wisconsin,
and assistant district attorney in Oklahoma
County.
In 2004, Gov. Brad Henry appointed
him to the Supreme Court of Oklahoma.
Colbert has been honored with the
Thurgood Marshall Award of Excellence,
induction into the Oklahoma Criminal
Justice Hall of Fame and the Ada Lois
Sipuel Fisher Diversity Award, among
many others.
Jim Gallogly (’77) had a highly successful career in oil and gas, holding many
executive positions with Phillips, Chevron
Phillips Chemical and ConocoPhillips
before being named Chief Executive
Officer of LyondellBassell Industries. He
led the company out of Chapter 11 bankSee BAR OBSERVER, page 18
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Stump Roscoe
By Roscoe X. Pound
First thing I want to do is give a shout out
to Phil Horning for his Jim Turner memorial
piece in the last issue. Jim was, indeed, a
great guy and a great lawyer. Those who
knew him well greatly appreciate what Phil
had to say.
OK, down to business.
Dear Roscoe: I’ve got a question about
“stand your ground” and the so-called
“Castle Doctrine.” What if it’s the bad guy’s
ground and castle too? S.P., Oklahoma City.
Dear S.P.: Interesting question. Suppose,
in a domestic violence context, a woman
kills her batterer in self-defense? Did she
have a duty to retreat prior to defending
herself with terminal force.? The laws vary
among the States, but in some it appears she
must, or face prosecution for a homicide.
First let’s get the nomenclature right.
The “Castle Doctrine” applies to one’s own
home, vehicle, or place of business. “Stand
Your Ground” applies to “any other place”
you have a right to be and not engaged in an
unlawful activity. So, let’s look at the Castle
Doctrine as it currently exists in Oklahoma.
Three elements must come together” 1)
home of the defender; 2) unlawful entry by
the attacker and 3) knowledge on the part
of the defender that unlawful entry or forcible removal was taking place. Now, let’s
put some flesh on the bare bones of your
question. If the attacker did not live with his
victim and entered unlawfully or forcefully, no problem. But, if, in fact, he actually
lived on the premises and no judicial order
required he stay away, that essentially fries
the “unlawful presence or entry element.
As an example of the effect of this wording, South Carolina prosecuted Whitlee
Jones for the fatal stabbing of her boyfriend. Witnesses reported the alleged victim dragged Whitlee by the hair, forcing her
to return to the apartment. Police responding to the neighbor’s calls upon hearing
the incident had ended. Whitlee left the
apartment but returned to pack. As she
attempted to leave, her boyfriend returned
and attempted to forcibly keep her in the
apartment. In the course of the altercation,
he was fatally stabbed.
Had Whitlee used deadly force to defend
herself on the street, she may have been OK.
However, the prosecutor maintained that,
as written, she had a duty to retreat before
using deadly force against her roommate/
boyfriend. A jury acquitted her. The prosecution has appealed, claiming an error of
law occurred when the trial judge gave a
stand your ground instruction.
As of this writing appellate courts in at
least 2 states – Nebraska and Massachusetts
– have ruled against immunity in cases
similar to Whitlee’s. South Carolina, North
Carolina and Florida have on-going prosecutions. Authors and sponsors of the legislation in each of these States have disavowed
any intent to create this gap, however, courts
are bound by the language of the statutes.
Of course, other defenses, including good
old self-defense may present in any given
case, but the law does make it difficult for
folks trapped while sharing lodgings with an
abuser. If I were a legislator concerned with
the plight of battered and vulnerable adults
of any gender – or an advocate for victims
of domestic violence – I know where I’d
start focusing some effort.

***
As I saw Koleka smiling placidly in his
bloody scrubs, I said “I oughta take you
out here and now.”
He pursed his lips: “Maybe you could
and maybe you couldn’t. Either way, all
these overwrought policemen and medical
personnel along this corridor would see
is someone who looks like a homeless
person attacking good old Doctor Nushi,
who’s worked so hard to save their friends
and colleagues. Besides, you don’t know
how many of the innocent bystanders here
are actually that innocent, if you get my
meaning.”
“How?” I asked.
“Medical degree from the University
of Pavia, Class of 1981. Ervis Nushi. You
can check with the State Medical Board
if you like, and also the Pharmacy Board
My resume is pretty impressive. Free clinics. Professor at Fairleigh Dickinson. Say,
don’t you have a son at FDU?”
I started to rise. “It’s OK,” he exclaimed.
“It’s been a rough night for all of us.” I
could tell all eyes within earshot turned
toward us. “Sit down, Mr. Pound,” he said
softly. “Remember the guilty bystanders.”
I took a breath, then retook my seat. “So
what’s this about?”
“Not so fast,” he said. “Savor the
moment. Do you enjoy irony?”
I glared.
“The irony in this situation, you see, is
that in the operating rooms, I helped save
your friend Mr. Trani, as well as one of the
police officers. If they survive, it will be
due, in part, to my skill as a surgeon. Can
you believe it? People I myself ordered
shot. At the same time, one of my own
people – a good hand as you might say,
though one upon whose silence I could not
reliably count – did not survive my knife.
That, if I understand the term, represents
textbook irony.”
“You said you had no quarrel with me
or with Tony.”
“I said I had no quarrel if you minded
your own business and stayed out of it.
Now, tell me honestly. Can you sit on
your hands after tonight? Oh, I know your
business is not that of Tony Segar, no one
could fault you for staying out of it. But
can you? Can you even not tell your Tony
Segar, that I, in my Koleka persona, am the
author of Mr. Trani’s misfortune? I should
be very surprised. And that does not occur
too often.”

“I thought he was too small to warrant
your intention.”
“Oh, indeed he is. Under most circumstances anyway. But it seems that your
Federal Bureau of Investigation and your
RICO law have done an unusually good
job of dismantling my organization here in
the Greater New York area. And I’m sorry
to say that some of my own lieutenants
proved less than loyal during my absence.
I don’t have time to, as the idiom goes,
reinvent the wheel. I need to acquire some
going concerns.”
“No one’s gonna roll over for you.”
He beamed. “You have no idea how persuasive I can be.”
I caught Joe Innocente approaching out

of the corner of my eye. “Hey Roscoe.
Doc, I want to thank you for what you’re
doing for my boys here.”
“Oh, please. It’s my duty. You fellows
put your lives on the line every day for the
rest of us. Don’t you agree, Mr. Pound?”
I nodded absently.
“Well, good talking to you both, but the
OR calls. Captain, I hope one day soon
you’ll come face to face with whoever’s
responsible for this barbarism.”
“Don’t you worry Doc. I will.”
Koleka left, but the feeling of impotence
remained.
“Some Secaucus boys get hit?” I asked.
“Three. One of them’s a gal. They’ll be
OK though. You obviously know who else
ended up among the collateral damage.”
“You mean Ernie?”
“What’s the story?”
“Ernie liked hanging out at cop bars.
Figured most folks knew what they were
and wouldn’t mess with them.”
“Well, I hate to say it, but a lot of the
officers thought Ernie was one of them.
He caught wind of the shooters. Called
out “Guns!” and took down two or three
before anyone realized the situation. He
saved some lives.”
“Irks you, doesn’t it?”
Joe shrugged. “It don’t change the relationship but you might let him know
there’s community appreciation.”
“You don’t want to do it yourself?”
“Awkard. You gonna get involved in
this?”
“Too hard not too,” I said.
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ruptcy, transforming it into what is now
one of the world’s largest plastics, chemical and refining companies. Since his
retirement from LyondellBassell, Gallogly
has served on the Board of Directors at
DuPont, where he provides leadership in
corporate governance and strategic planning, and on a number of other charity
boards.
As an OU Law alumnus, he is a member of the Oklahoma, Texas and Colorado
bar associations and serves as a member of the OU College of Law Board of
Visitors. For leadership in his profession,
OU awarded him an Honorary Degree in
2012. Last year, he and his wife, Janet,
provided a major gift to the OU College
of Engineering. This year, the Gallogly
Family Foundation chose the OU College
of Law as the pilot school for its selective
Public Interest Fellowship Program, which
launches this fall and supports a limited
number of graduates who wish to pursue
public interest work.
A leader in the legal profession for more
than 30 years, The Honorable Noma D.
Gurich (’78) is only the third woman in
history to serve on the Oklahoma Supreme
Court, being appointed in 2011. After
spending 10 years as a litigator, Gurich
was appointed to the Oklahoma Workers’
Compensation Court where she served
as a judge for 10 years, including four as
Presiding Judge. Later, she was appointed
and elected to serve as a District Judge
in Oklahoma County, where she served
for 12 and a half years, including two as
Presiding Judge.
Gurich has been honored with a number of distinctions and awards in her
career, including membership in the prestigious Order of the Coif, the Mona Salyer
Lambird Spotlight Award and 2011 Judge
of the Year by the Oklahoma Chapter of
the American Board of Trial Advocates.
She is a master member of the William
J. Holloway Jr. American Inn of Court, a
member of the OU College of Law Board
of Visitors and serves on the Oklahoma
County Criminal Justice Task Force.
The Order of the Owl has previously
inducted 16 OU Law alumni: The Honorable
Thomas R. Brett, The Honorable Michael
Burrage, The Honorable Robin J. Cauthron,
Dean Emeritus Andrew M. Coats, James
T. Comfort, William T. Comfort Jr., Ada
Lois Sipuel Fisher, William G. Paul, W.
DeVier Pierson, J. Hugh Roff Jr., William
J. Ross, The Honorable Kathy Taylor,

The Honorable Ralph Thompson, The
Honorable Lee West, Reggie Whitten and
Alma Bell Wilson.
Nelson Terry Morton & Paruolo
Announce Additions to the Firm
Nelson Terry Morton DeWitt & Paruolo
is pleased to announce that Justin D.
Meek has joined the firm as a Partner.
Justin is an experienced trial lawyer with
a focus on matters involving insurance
law, personal injury and torts. Justin also
represents clients in business transactions
and contract disputes. Justin graduated
from Oklahoma State University in 2002
and went on to obtain his Juris Doctor
from Oklahoma City University School
of Law in 2006. Justin has been recognized by Oklahoma Super Lawyers® as
a Rising Star in 2010, 2011 and 2012 and
Oklahoma Super Lawyer in 2013, 2014
and 2015. In 2014-2015, Justin served
as 4th Chair of the Oklahoma County Bar
Association Young Lawyers Division.
In addition, the following attorneys have
joined the firm as Associates:
Ryan L. Dean - Mr. Dean’s practice
areas include civil litigation with an
emphasis in insurance law, personal injury
and real property. Mr. Dean graduated
from the University of Oklahoma Michael
F. Price College of Business in 2002 and
received his Juris Doctor from Southern
Methodist University Dedman School of
Law in 2006. He has been recognized by
Oklahoma Super Lawyers® as a Rising
Star in 2012 and 2013.
Benjamin R. Grubb - Mr. Grubb
focuses his practice in the area of civil
litigation. Mr. Grubb graduated from
Missouri State University in 2005 and
received his Juris Doctor from Oklahoma
City University School of Law in 2013,
where he served as Executive Editor of the
Oklahoma City University Law Review
from 2012 – 2013.
Derek Cowan - Mr. Cowan’s practice is
focused on civil litigation, with emphasis
in the areas of insurance defense and coverage, as well as general negligence. Mr.
Cowan graduated from the University of
Oklahoma in 1995 and went on to graduate cum Laude from the Oklahoma City
University School of Law in 2013. While
at OCU Law, Derek served as a Member
of the OCU Law Review and received
the CALI Academic Distinction Award in
Legal Research and Writing II. He was
a Champion of the OCU Law 2010-2011
appellate moot court competition. Prior to

entering law school, Derek was a property
insurance adjuster for a major national
insurance company and was previously
employed as a financial advisor for a
national brokerage and investment firm.
Andrews Davis Welcomes New Associate
W. Casey Gray joined Andrews Davis
in 2016. His practice areas include Oil
and Gas Law, Real Estate, Energy &
Natural Resources, Environmental Law,
Alternative Dispute Resolution and
Mediation. Casey’s practice emphasizes
oil and gas title examination, oil and gas
regulatory matters, well acquisition due
diligence, and the preparation of drilling
title opinions and division order title opinions.
He has been admitted to practice in
the Oklahoma Supreme Court and all
Oklahoma District Courts, as well as
the United States District Court for the
Western District of Oklahoma. Mr. Gray
is a member of the Oklahoma City Mineral
Lawyers Society, Young Professionals in
Energy, and the Oklahoma Bar Association
(Energy and Natural Resources Law, Real
Property Law, and Environmental Law
Sections).
Casey graduated from the University
of Oklahoma with a Bachelor of Arts
degree in Letters. He then went on to
study law at Vermont Law School and
graduated with a Juris Doctor and Master
of Environmental Law and Policy, with
honors. Casey grew up in Oklahoma, but
chose to attend Vermont Law School due
to its position as the top law program in the
area of Environmental Law. During law
school, he was an editor and contributing
author of the American Bar Association’s
2010 Year in Review, and a student clinician in the Environmental and Natural
Resources Law Clinic. Prior to practicing
law, Casey worked as a Landman in the
Mid-Continent Region.
Casey lived in Guatemala for two years
and is fluent in Spanish. He and his wife,
Regan, have one child, Eva.
Employment attorney Paige Hoster
Good joins McAfee & Taft
McAfee & Taft has announced that trial
attorney Paige Hoster Good has joined
its Labor and Employment Group. Her
practice encompasses all phases of labor
and employment law, including litigation
in both state and federal courts, regulatory
and administrative agencies, and arbitration panels. She also counsels clients on
litigation avoidance, compliance with state
and federal laws, and a broad range of
other workplace issues.
Hoster graduated with honors from the
University of Oklahoma College of Law in
2013, where she served as editor-in-chief
of the American Indian Law Review, was a
member of the National Trial Competition
Team and Phi Delta Phi honor society, and
was named to the Order of Solicitors. Prior
to joining McAfee & Taft, she worked as an
associate attorney for a Tulsa-based law firm.
Crowe & Dunlevy attorney elected
officer of the International Masters of
Gaming Law
D. Michael McBride III named second
executive vice president for IMGL
The International Masters of Gaming
Law (IMGL) board of directors recently
elected D. Michael McBride III as second

executive vice president for the organization. One of only two general members from
Oklahoma, McBride serves as Crowe &
Dunlevy’s Indian Law & Gaming practice
group chair in the firm’s Tulsa office. He
previously served as IMGL treasurer.
IMGL is an invitation-only, nonprofit
organization focused on scholarship, ethics
and professionalism in the gaming industry.
Comprised of general members, accountants, regulators, consultants, gaming executives, educators and young lawyers from
around the world, it is a peer-reviewed
organization. Founded in 2001, IMGL has
354 members and represents more than 44
countries as well as members in 39 states
and territories in the United States.
A trial, appellate and business lawyer
with two decades of experience, McBride is
a sought-after and trusted advisor with particular expertise in gaming, federal Indian
law, litigation and complex transactions.
He has tried more than 50 cases to conclusion in federal, tribal and state courts
including numerous jury trials; as a Judge
and Justice, he has adjudicated scores more
and authored many published decisions. He
excels in gaming regulatory matters, betthe-tribe litigation, tribal government matters, economic development and regulatory
matters. Corporations, investment funds and
individuals have hired him as an expert consultant and as an expert witness in multiple
federal state court cases to testify on Indian
gaming matters.
McBride’s professional peers have recognized him in Chambers USA (2009 –
present) in Band 1 for Native American
law, and he was named a Star Individual
in 2013 and 2015, the highest individual
ranking awarded by Chambers. McBride
has also been named in Oklahoma Super
Lawyers for Indian law, gaming, political
law and business litigation. He is recognized by Best Lawyers in America for
Native American and gaming law and is
A-V rated by Martindale-Hubbell. IMGL
recognized McBride’s accomplishments
with the President’s Cup Award in 2011.
He currently serves as attorney general of
the Seminole Nation. McBride also served
as justice of the Pawnee Nation Supreme
Court from 2003 until 2012 and is the former attorney general to the Sac and Fox
Nation. During his career, McBride has
represented more than 20 Indian tribal governments or their entities, numerous corporations and individuals doing business with
tribes. Active in bar leadership, McBride
chaired the Federal Bar Association Indian
Law section, served on the national Board
of Directors and served as general counsel
to the organization.
He is a graduate of Trinity University
(B.A. 1989) and the University of Oklahoma
(J.D. 1993), where he received many awards
and academic distinctions.
Mark D. Christiansen selected for
national advisory board for Energy
Law 360
McAfee & Taft energy litigator Mark D.
Christiansen has been selected by Energy
Law 360 as one of 14 members of its 2016
national energy advisory board. Law 360
is a legal news service of New York Citybased Portfolio Media, Inc., a subsidiary
of LexisNexis. It publishes daily e-reports
on breaking news and legal analysis across
the national energy industry and is read by
well over 100,000 law firm and business
professionals.
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MY GOAL HAS BEEN TO BE LIKE ELLIOTT
By Tom E. Mullen
Oklahoma has lost one of its finest
trial lawyers. Elliott C. Fenton died on
December 14, 2015 at the age of 101.
He graduated from the University of
Oklahoma Law School in 1937. He
served in the Navy during World War II.
He was very proud of his service on the
attack transport U.S.S. Sheridan. His ship
participated in six invasion campaigns.
After the war, Elliott and his father,
Edgar Fenton, formed a new law firm.
That firm today is known as Fenton,
Fenton, Smith, Reneau & Moon.
Elliott was one of eight attorneys that
organized the Oklahoma Association of
Defense Counsel. He served as the second president.
Elliott Fenton’s specialty was the
defense of businesses and insurance com-

panies in their litigation. He always conducted himself as a true professional. He
was civil and polite to opposing parties
and their counsel. He always treated the
judiciary with respect. His effectiveness
in a courtroom was remarkable. Without
raising his voice or being rude he could
destroy the credibility of an opposing
witness. During closing arguments it was
not unusual to see the jurors nodding
their heads in agreement as Elliott summarized the case and his defense.
In addition to a number of bar activities
and awards, Elliott was a long time member of the Downtown Optimist Club. He
served as a President of the club. Elliott
was an active member of Wesley United
Methodist Church for over sixty years.
Elliott was a founder and member of the
Board of Directors of Epworth Villa.
As Elliott slowed down on firm busi-

Elliott C. Fenton
ness, he became active in Legal Aid of
Western Oklahoma. He also served on
their board. Elliott’s service to Legal Aid

was at such a level that he had a small
cubicle at their office.
Elliott moved from President to Fenton,
Fenton, Smith, Reneau & Moon to “of
counsel” in 1994. In 1995, I asked Elliott
if he would help me with a lawsuit in
Pottawatomie County. Despite having
been away from a courtroom for a few
years, he said yes. He handled one witness and we split closing. On the way
home from Shawnee, I asked him if he
missed trying jury trials. He said he did,
but he also missed his afternoon nap.
One of Elliott’s true passions was ice
cream. It is fitting that his family honored him on December 16, 2015, with
a memorial service that ended with an
ice cream social. Elliott will be greatly
missed by his colleagues. He was an
example to us all!

OCU law Students participating in the Norick Municipal Law
Research Clinic meet with attorneys from the Oklahoma
City’s Municipal Counselor’s Office.
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